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Twenty Years 
At Work On 
A Foundation 
ROBERT E. BURNS, president of the University of 
the Pacific and of the California History Foundation. 
ASKED TO NAME the two most colorful epics of all" time, a famous 
historian with no hesitancy paired the Crusades of the 12th century in 
Europe with the Gold Rush of 1849 in California. We who live in Stock-
ron suspicion he was right in his California insight. Here was the supply 
o~nter for the Southern Mines. Here men from everywhere scrambled off 
ships tO hasten to the Mother Lode - eager tO gamble even their lives 
for the yellow stuff. 
That dramatic facade of '49 impressed me deeply, as I sat in under-
graduate classrooms on this campus, and I sensed that pioneering held 
a tremendous lesson for those of later generations. So deeply did I 
feel this twenty years ago, I themed my inaugural address tO the concept 
of "Pioneer or Perish." Every once in awhile I get out that old manu-
script, now somewhat yellowed and tattered, ro see how one Bob Burns 
is stacking up with the idealism of his youth. 
Then I think of my fellow Californian, John Steinbeck. In his book, 
The Leader of His People, the stale spirit of a defeated generation speaks 
in these words: 
No place to go Jody. Every place is taken. Bur rhat"s not the worst - nor 
the worst. Wesrering has died our of the people. Westering isn't a hunger any 
more, It's all done. Your father is right- it 's finished. I 
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Now, may I take the privilege of editing that - to put it as I would 
like to write it, feeling as I do? I would say it this way: 
There is everywhere to go, ] ody. No place is taken. W estering is reborn 
in the people. W estering is a hunger once again. N a thing is done. N a th-
ing is finished. Everything remains to be done or to be done ave~. 
There is a real lesson in this for us. If we on this campus glean this spirit 
from our pioneering forbears and pass it on to some of the young people 
moving through this institution, we will have seen a creative idea at 
work. I am convinced that our universities and colleges have this oppor-
tunity and that obligation to serve the region in which they are located. 
It is one way to speak to our generation. I know that I have tried, in 
the phrasing of Leland D. Case, who has a way of snaring ideas with 
words, to polarize educative devices around creative ideas. 
This we seek to do with our cluster colleges. To see how the formula 
can work, go down to Asilomar Conference grounds, where a hundred 
students sit around and talk philosophy. Or look in on sessions set up 
by our School of Engineering for highway redevelopment. These are 
examples of specific creative ideas around which we have polarized edu-
cative devices. 
Twenty years ago we started similar experiments in Western history. 
Here in California we had the Bancroft Library at Berkeley and Hunting-
ton in Southern California, but we had no official state historical society 
as many states do, and the various historical groups lacked cohesion. The 
old California Historical Association, pioneered by Dr. Owen C. Coy, 
carried on for a number of years but had died on the vine. The Cali-
fornia Historical Society headquartered at San Francisco and the Southern 
California Historical Society, seated at Los Angdes, seemed to serve thdr 
own regional memberships. It occured to me that we of California ought 
ro take facts that had been discovered and the material that was available, 
then organize in a meaningful way to get this into the lives of people 
throughout our state. This was an idea burning in my soul. 
To make a beginning, we created the California History Foundation. 
Right away it needed a director, one who packed the wallop of prestige, 
indubitable scholarship, and winsome personal qualities. Such a man was 
Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, lately retired as dean of the Graduate School of 
the University of Southern California. I knew the man's caliber and his 
spirit, but was he available? On a ruse, really, I went down to Los Angeles 
to see pim. We talked, and I soon had my answer. He had the qualities 
I sought plus a virility that could spell out years of service. He came, 
he saw, and he conquered us with love. This annual California History 
Institute, a two-day history convention which he launched, continues -
each year seemingly more significant, more influential than ever before. 
Our spring-vacation Mission Tours are now also in their twentieth 
year. Dr. Hunt launched them on such a plane that the university offers 
members class credit, upon completing prescribed auxiliary study. We've 
had tours to Death Valley and to the Beaver Trail Country of the north, 
but they do not rouse the continuing enthusiasm of these annual excur-
sions to California's twenty-one Missions. The bus is filled each year, 
and currently, I understand, we have a waiting list of nineteen persons: 
Hardly had our California History Foundation been organized in 1947 
when opportunity knocked - at the door of the venerable Fallon House 
Theatre in Columbia. Charles Segerstrom, Sr., a member of our Board of 
Regents, telephoned me from Sonora about it. 
"Bob," he said, "they're getting ready to sell the last of the old Mother 
Lode theaters up here - and someone may make a night club out of the 
one at Columbia. Seems that you folks down there - with DeMarcus 
Brown pumping new interest into dramatics - might do something 
about it." 
Indeed, we could. The California History Foundation would! Had I 
been psychic and realized that twenty-years later this school would have 
about thirty-five aaors on Broadway, I couldn't have been more enthusias-
tic. We would acquire the old Fallon House theater, use it as a laboratory 5 
in dramatics for our students and make it a "little theater" on the straw-
hat circuit for summer -residents and visitors. Thanks to an initial gift 
from Shell Oil, we got the building - and later the dormitory called 
Eagle Cotage - which you spell with one "t" because the gold-rush 
pioneers liked their spelling that way! 
. As a member of the Centennial Commission, I was strategically 
placed to cite advantages of a summer theater in the newly set-up Colom-
bia State Park. The Commission cooperated. Later the University gave 
Chairman Ted Baun 
ceremoniously presented 
President Burns with a rare 
book- but with a grin said 
it already had been given _ 
to the Stuart Library of 
Western Americana. 
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$25,000 to the state which supplied labor and materials for the dormitory 
and dining hall now known as Eagle Cotage. The old opera house over 
in Colorado's Central City - famous for its face on the barroom floor -
runs up a thumping deficit I am told. Not our Fallon House. It plays to 
9,000 people each summer and has been self-supporting from the be-
ginning - an example of free enterprise the town's founders would 
approve, I am sure. 
Perhaps Dr. Hunt's greatest achievement as director of the California 
History Foundation was to take seriously the idea of Harold Schutt, of 
Lindsay, organizing the Conference of California Historical Societies. 
It was in 1953 at the Burns summer home in Columbia that the charter 
group met, representing various regional, county, and city historical 
groups. The need for cooperation was clear, the time was ripe. So was 
born this Conference - "federation" is perhaps a more descriptive word 
- of California Historical Societies. The baby was husky from the stan. 
Today it has some 140 unit members, with thirteen regions throughout 
the state and frequent workshops. Our Dr. Coke Wood is its director, 
and headquaners are on the University of the Pacific campus. With an-
nual subsidy, services, space, and other facilities, the University has in-
vested some $50,000 in this institution as a service to the people of this 
history-concious state. 
When Dr. Hunt retired, Prof. Rudolph Hutchins, presently a member 
of our history-teaching staff, took over as director of our California History 
Foundation. Then came Dr. William Paden, former superintendent of 
schools at Alameda, who unfortunately was with us but a few days before 
his untimely death. 
Then, the Stuarts - Reginald and Grace, also retired school people. 
I had heard of their collection of rare Western Americana, and persuaded 
them to move from San Leandro to Stockton. Their treasure trove soon 
became the core of the special reference library of Western Americana 
now named for them. Their pattern of giving is being increasingly fol-
lowed by collectors and old California families, who are turning over to 
us their treasured books, photos, documents and other original as well as 
secondary materials for historical research. 
I would say of the Stuarts that we got two persons, both dedicated and 
competent, for the price of one. For Grace was equally as active as R. R., 
her husband. In that woman was a certain sparkle and persuasion 
that one had to experience to believe. She passed on last year, but the 
devotion and the vision of the woman comes through still. In her will 
she provided that when an aged sister no longer has need of it, income 
from a $30,000 bequest will be used for scholarships to help students 
interested in Western history. Only a few days ago R. R. gave us $9,000 
to add to this fund. 
This year the California History Foundation has its twentieth birthday, 
but the Jedediah Smith Society also celebrates ... It is ten years old. Though 
it was begun at the suggestion of Leland Case, successor to the Stuans, 
and with the support of the late Dr. Charles M. Goethe, of Sacramento, 
the Stuarts were responsible for this vital organization. It has nationwide 
appeal and membership, and is doing much to make better known the 
first young American to cross desert and sierra to California. 
Mrs. Burns and I had the pleasant opportunity last fall of entertaining 
at our home at Columbia the Jed Smith Society at its tenth Rendezvous 
with over two hundred people enjoying barbecued chicken in our yard. 
This annual event is. a vigorous thing, with folks coming in cos-
tume, eating a hearcy lunch, listening to an informative and inspiriting 
speech. The year before the Rendezvous was at the Warren Atherton 
home on Atherton Island, Stockton; this fall it will be at Micke's Grove, 
just north of Stockton. 
Under Stuart encouragement, the University of the Pacific's Western 
history complex was strengthened by the Westerner's Foundation, an 
organization chartered in Illinois but now headquartered on our campus. 
Launched with generous aid from Philip A. Danielson, a former member 
of our Board of Regents, it has a versatile program which includes pub-
lishing important Western materials others have overlooked. But its 
principal purpose, reflected in its name, is to assist local units of a unique 
organization - something like a Rotary or Kiwanis on a Western history 
chassis - called The Westerners. Launched in 1944 in Chicago by Le-
land Case with the late. Elmo Scott Watson, it now has thirty "Corrals" 
or "Posses" in the U.S.A. and England, France, Germany, and Sweden. 
In the basement of Sears Hall we house the University's least known 
collection of books, documents, periodicals, and other Americana. Most 
of it relates to church history, particularly Methodism, and in fact belongs 
to the California-Nevada Conference. It is a monument to Mrs. Pearl 
Sweet - a woman obsessed in preserving these materials before it is too 
late. She spent years and thousands of her own dollars searching attics 
and basements and garages for documents. Her collection has been sup-
plemented by materials the Univ~rsity has assembled and the importance 
of the whole has been noted by designation as official archives of the 
Western Methodist Jurisdiction. Though Methodist oriented, this grow-
ing collection is not just denominational, for it is concerned with all evi-
dences of organized religious effort in the West. 
Another special collection has come to us because Tom Moran, a 
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.Stockton bakery truck driver, just loved books. He was a bibliomaniac. 
Munching on stale snails and other leftovers was no privation for him, 
because dimes so saved could buy more books. His taste was omniverous. 
Gradually; his little library became 16,000 volumes and every room in his 
home was jammed till it was necessary to reinforce the foundation. 
When he died his daughter was delighted that an appraiser valued the 
library at $30,000. Then she got to thinking. If she sold it to the. trade, 
her father's lifetime work would be dispersed, then forgotten. She came 
to us, wondering if we could finance a purchase. I inspected the collec-
tion - and drooled. Here was a little of everything - but a choice run 
of Western Americana, strong on Jack London and Mark Twain and 
other California authors. So to our Board of Regents I told the story of 
Tom Moran, the bakery truck driver, and hrs magnificant obsession. It 
paid off. When we adjourned for lunch, a Los Angeles regent slipped itp 
beside me and whispered, "Don't worry." He would supply the needed 
$30,000! Already many of the Western items from the Moran collection 
have been integrated in the Stuart Library of Western Americana - and 
the rest is safe in a fireproof basement awaiting our next library-building 
addition. 
To the foresight of the Stuarts we owe another component in our 
Western history program, with importance paralleling the library. It is 
the magazine named THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN. They started it in 1957, 
just ten years ago, as a modest publication, hardly more than a pamphlet. 
Today it is a qu\U"terly journal winning its way on merit in the world of 
historiCal schola,rship. It is beamed not only to the professional historian 
but · the upper-level buff whose interest has been awakened, perhaps by 
a TV Western, perhaps by family memo~es of pioneering ancestors. 
A really great push in our Western history program came in 1965 with 
the acquisition as director of Leland Case, persuading him to postpone 
his return from Chicago, where he had started and edited Together maga-
zine, to his home at Tucson. His experience as an organizer is 
eyident in the way he has expanded the space for the Stuart Library of 
8 Western Americana, and developed it into ~ "special" non-circulating 
library now in frequent use by researchers and high-level students. Much 
of the work here, as in the basement of Sears hall, has been done by vol-
unteers. Often there will.be one or two, five or six, maybe a dozen stu-
dents, faculty, and off-campus people helping out - ail because of the 
infectious interest in Western history and lore. 
We have a great back-up person for this program in Dr. R. Coke 
Wood, whom I have known since our own college days. He heads the 
social science di~,!~i"n at San Joaquin Delta College, but spends much 
time, most of it on his own, with us. He loves California history, and 
with quiet efficiency inspires others. We look forward to the day when 
he can be with us full time. 
When R. R. and Grace Stuart retired, I had the privilege of conferring 
upon them the Order of the Pacific - a formal expression of our grati-
tude for their great help during a formative phase of our growing program 
of studies in Western American history. I spoke of how their gifts made 
Western Americana the greatest concentration in depth of our library 
holdings. Since then, under Dr. Case's leadership, this special library has 
been turned to even greater educative account. Already we have two· 
seminars in operation, and I am hopeful that presently we shall broaden 
our base through an expanding curriculum which will bracket anthro-
pology and folklore, and literature with history, making more use of TV 
and our resources at Columbia for reaching the public. 
A great start has been made. Our endowment is growing. We started 
with nothing, twenty years ago, Now we have some $80,000 for the 
Rockwell D. Hunt Chair, and recent word of a substantial gift indicates 
this special fund of the California History Foundation soon . will exceed 
$100,000. Appropriately, Dr. Hunt's student and friend, Coke Wood, h~s 
been named the first Hunt Chair Lecturer. Recently a $25,000 bequest 
came from the Cunningham family, of Saratoga, the income of which will 
be used by the Foundation. 
And so we move closer to the Big Dream - the vision of great things 
in which I joined with Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt twenty years ago. We now 
envision the bringing together of all our Western American history 
interests into a great Pacific Center for Studies in Western American 
History and Culture - to polarize new and old educative devices around 
the central creative idea of pioneering. Already we are drawing plans 
for physical facilities - a huge wing on the south side of our Martin 
Library building, which will give room for the Center's administrative 
offices - including those of the Conference of California Historical 
Societies - books, archival holdings, and for seminars and conferences. 9 
We have the dream, we have the determination - we but need more 
dollars. 
Yes, my friends, we must set Jody right ... saying, There is every-
where to go, ]ody. No place is taken. Westering is reborn in the people. 
W estering is a hunger. Once again, we must see how nothing is done, 
really. Your father is right. Nothing is finished. Everything remains 
to be done or done over. 
This is the belief that brought into existence the California History 
Foundation. And that Foundation is a foundation! 
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REGINALD R. STUART, retired director 
of the California History Foundation: 
a paper prepared for the twentieth 
California History Institute. 
A Glance 
Over My Shoulder 
T 0 A LARGE EXTENT, the real story of the so-called Gold Rush, 
has never been told. Yet for a century most people have believed that this 
era was quite thoroughly covered. Today, more than a hundred years 
after the events, we perceive that mining of gold was merely an incident 
in a far greater experience. Probably the discovery of gold at Coloma 
accelerated the Westward Movement, but it was neither the genesis nor 
the ultimate objective of this span of years. 
By 1849, the Oregon Trail which provides the principal route of 
entry into California, had been an established highway for a score of 
years. A trip along this section was as safe then, as it is now. 
From Fort Hall, Idaho, to Sutter's Fort (Sacramento), California, was 
a newer road, but it roo was well established and useable. Actually, a 
present-day faulty tire can cause about as much hardship as the average 
pioneer experienced during the entire overland journey of a century ago. 
A trip 'round the Horn was a little more dangerous. But the passenger 
could do nothing about it. In fact, he really was uninvolved until he 
reached San Francisco. 
A few months of swinging a pick, or digging a trench, took the 
romance out of mining. What he did then, is the real story of the West. 
That story, to a large extent, has never been told. 
It was during those days that California began to develop, that farms 
were selected, shops and stores opened, schools began to function, churches 
sprang up, groups met for the first time to discuss civic problems, and 
communities held their first eleaions. These events, we now perceive, 
were the important happenings of the new state. These are the things 
about which we are most concerned, today. 
We realize now, that only a few of the Forty-Niners were the typical red-
shirred, irresponsible, happy-go-lucky roustabouts depicted in popular 
novels and on the screen. The real pioneer was a much more sincere, 
concerned, and responsible person. 
How shall we re-establish these significant facts in the true story of 
the West? Probably ninety percent of the pertinent material has been 
destroyed during the years. Even so, there is much ephemera still 
available. Scores of diaries, letters, account books, bills, old photographs, 
deeds, mortgages, local newspapers, school rolls, church records, and court 
reports are still in existence. 
What are some of the social and industrial developments which have 
aided in the growth of California? A few of these are reforms in land 
tenure, schools, temperance societies, lowered interest rates, the out-lawing 
of the "cut-throat". mortgage, new crops, improved machinery, refrigera-
tion, better transportation, and labor unions. The arrival of the bicycle, 
the auto, and the plane have also helped. 
Almost any of these subjects provides more vital and timely material 
for research than "the long tom" or "the mother lode," or stage coach 
robberies. 
Fortunately, all this points up the primary interest and concern of the 
California History Foundation and the Stuart Library of Western 
Americana. The program of the California History Institute re-empha- /5 
sizes the importance of a host of the enterprises related to _our early 
history, and within the archives of the Library may be found many of the 
records of yesterday. 
There remains one thing to make the Pacific project complete. That 
thing is the whole-hearted concern of all of Pacific's thousands of friends. 
Why retain in your own possession an old book or docum~nt, when it . 
may prove to be a vital link in our community enterprise? . 
With your help, the real California Story may continue to grow. 
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The Chinese 
in California 
WILBUR W. Y. CHOY, chaplain of the 
California State Senate and pastor of the 
Oak Park Methodist Church, Sacramento. 
'Ethnic contributions to California culture' 
was the 1967 California History Institute theme. 
Each of four speakers at four simultaneous symposia 
began with a brief but basic statement such as this one: 
THE CHINESE are the first group of immigrants to the United States 
to come in any significant numbers across the Pacific Ocean from the 
continent of Asia. As a descendent of such immigrants, it is my belief 
and hope that our contributions to the mosaic of cultures is more than 
the accidental one of being first to reach these shores, that we have both 
color and style to add. 
I. THE HOMELAND 
WHILE IT IS CORRECT to speak of this particular ethnic group as the 
Chinese, it would help us to know that while there are in the United 
States today persons representing various geographical sections of China, 
the first arrivals were from the Chinese provine of Kwanrung. For the 
first hundred years, beginning shortly before 1850, immigrants who came 
and remain, established homes and families, left a progeny, set the tone 
of their communities, and mold the image of the Chinese in the American 
mind-these came from perhaps a dozen distriCts of K wan rung, with the 
seven districts around the provincial capital, Canton, contributing the 
most people. Few of the urbanites of Canton came. The bulk were the 
hardy peasants of the Pearl River Delta. 
Three rivers unite to form the Pearl River. The West River and the 
North River, which mingle at Sanshwui roughly fifty miles west of the 
capital city of Canton, and the East River which joins the other two near 
Whampoa, a few miles east of First Bar. 
Candid confrontations marked the symposia; on minority 
ethnic contributions, described as "eddies in the main stream." 
Above: Mr. Choy spoke at a session chaired by Professor Fay Goleman, Uni-
versity of the Pacific sociologist (right) . Others participating: Jose Alba (Fil-
ipino); Charles W. Kenn (Hawaiian) in absentia; Henry Taketa (Japanese). 
Below: left to right: Louis Arbios (Basque); Dr. George De Bone, modera-
tor; Don Inch Segerstrom ("Cousin Jack"- English); Alain Ginet (French). 
"The most thought-awakening talks I've ever heard," was the 
reaction of one listener who alternated between these two symposia. 
Above: Harold S. Jacoby, dean of College of Pacific (for East Indians); 
William Dobson (Negro); Ara Zovickian (Armenian); Rabbi Bernard 
Rosenberg; and Dr. Berndt L. Kolker, of Raymond College, moderator. 
Below: Dr. Walter A. Payne (Director of UOP inter-American graduate 
studies); August Mark Vaz (Portugese); Bruno Dentino (Italian); Carlos 
Esqueda (Mexican); Dr. Arthur J . Cullen, of Covell College, moderator. 
The delta formed by these waters are in the shape of a triangle, each 
side about a hundred miles long. Rivers, creeks and canals intersect the 
area. Villages of a thousand people each fill it. 
The eastern and central parts of the delta cultivated rice; the west 
grew mulberry shrubs and reared silkworms. Between the two rice crops 
the land produced fruits and vegetables. The mountain regions raised 
large quantities of pears, oranges, plums, mangoes, peaches, litchis, and 
pineapples. 
The region is picturesque and calls forth poetic efforts from those who 
describe it: 
Fruit trees lined the fields and separated the windswept barren plateaus from 
the level plains, partially covered with yellow flood water at high tide. The rich 
green of the growing rice enlivened the gray monotony of the bizarre sandstone 
formations. The grain rose and fell with the wind like billows in a sea of verdure. 
Misry valleys led up to hold hills crowned with white clouds cowering over dusky 
mud flats and brown, marshy lowlands, and blurred mountain ranges that formed 
a delta of contrasts. • 
II. REASONS FOR MIGRATION: 
BY THE BEGINNING of the 19th century, the Ching dynasty had passed 
the peak of its power. The Manchus had never been popular rulers. 
There had always been resentment and unrest toward them. 
Into this situation came the story of California, the need . for workers 
on the field and for laborers to build the railroad. Then, GOLD was 
discovered in "them, thar' hills." 
III. PLACE OF SETTLEMENT IN AMERICA 
AND WHY 
AND so THEY CAME: to San Francisco the port city, the valley towns 
of Sacramento and Srockton, the Mother Lode communities, railroad 
towns, other port cities, and all over the United States. 
San Francisco was the main city. It was their port of entry. It was 
the city closest to the homeland. It was the source of supplies from the 
old country. It was the Big City or Main City. 
Sacramento and Stockton were second and third city, respectively, 
because the Chinese population and the importance to the Chinese people 
placed them in those ranks. 
In each of these cities and in other cities across the land there grew 
up communities which were called Chinatowns. 
Chinatowns served as protectors against the unscrupulous exploiters; 
• Barth and Gunther, Bitter Strength (Harvard Universiry Press) , pp. 20-21. 
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as a refugee against the persecutor; as a habitant for the sojourner; as a 
haven where one might speak his native tongue, partake of his native 
cuisine, enjoy the pastimes of his homeland, share his hopes and aspira-
tions with likeminded folks, reminisce with those who come from the 
same area back home. 
The first Chinese immigrants came from the villages of Kwangmng. 
The inhabitants of each village were usually blood relations. But here 
in America, the simation was quite different. Seldom did one have his 
family at hand to share one's joys or to sustain one in times of crisis. 
There developed what the sociologists called the extended-kinship struc-
mre. Chinatown was organized into so-called family and district 
associations. 
These organizations served as social security, insurance, welfare agencies. 
Grievances were settled there, contracts were signed there, the vicissimdes 
of life-births, deaths, burials, old age, unemployment-were cared for 
and met there; marriages were arranged there . . 
Dynastic decline, political corruption, inadequate administration, re-
sentment against the alien Manchu overlords, secret societies, agrarian 
distress, population pressure, rebellions, and foreign penetration created 
a dilemma in which defeats in any one area of conflict increased the 
difficulties in all the others. 
The family and the clan in China molded the life of the individual 
and, in a chaotic world, shaped social relations into an orderly and stable 
pattern. 
For decades Canton was the only port opened to foreign merchants. 
Along with the traders came the Christian missionaries. These stimulated 
an intellectual ferment which led to the Taiping Rebellion (1851-1864). 
The Opium War (between England and China, 1839-42) humiliated 
the Chinese and further weakened the Manchu Dynasty. 
The successors of Emperor Ch'ien-lung ( 1736-1796) were incompetent 
and failed to solve the ordinary tasks of any Chinese dynasty. They 
lacked the vision to cope with the extraordinary efforts of Westerners 
to gain improved conditions of trade and diplomatic relations. The group 
also sought to punish members whose social disgrace damaged its reputa-
tion and even assumed collective legal responsibility in relations with the 
government. 
The social and political unrest intensified the loyalty to family and clan . . 
This devotion to family motivated the peasant to leave land and 
family, home and friends, in exchange for the uncertain fortunes and 
the certain privations that awaited him in Burma, Siam, Indochina, 
Malaya, on Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and the Philippines. There he planned 
Mrs. Marie Potts, native Maidu1 told uj-Indian basketry 
to fascinated listeners in a session held at Haggin Art Galleries. 
to work until he was fifty or sixty when he would return to his native 
village, a wealthy and respected min to enjoy the rest of his life, venerated 
by the large family .which he had kept intact with his earnings and 
savings during the long years overseas. 
The clan was deeply rooted in the rural world of the Pearl River delta. 
The city was not the abode of one's family bur a place away from home. 
Clan members working in the city sent money back home to the village. 
The clan maintained graveyards and the ancestral hall where rites of 
filial piety were performed and group activities sponsored. Wealthy clans 
supported schools to prepare promising members for the civil service 
examinations. The individual prestige of the degreeholder enhanced the 2 / 
reputation of the clan. 
IV . OUTSTA NDING PERSONALITIES 
AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO SPEAK OF CONTRIBUTIONS presents at least tWO difficulties to this 
speaker. Supposed oriental modesty makes it unseemly. And the overture 
of time and proximity of the speaker to this situation robs him of 
perspective. 
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But this can be said of the Chinese. 
We provided a good share of the labor ro build the railroad which 
linked the continent from shore to shore. 
We provided a large share of the labor to open up the Sacramento-
San Joaquin delta and other areas for agriculture. 
We provided a major share of the feminine substitute labor to do the 
working, cooking, and housekeeping in the days when the American West 
had few women. 
It would be exceedingly gratifying if it were possible for me to 
point to lasting philosophical and cultural influences. But there are some 
superficial and visual influences such as fortune cookies, decorative pieces 
in the home, styles in furniture and clothing especially the sheath and the 
"Hong Kong Slit." The chop suey sign can be found in almost any town 
and hamlet in the U.S.A. as well as in large cities and tourist spots. 
Chinese recipes appear in magazines and newspapers. 
As for people, thty are no longer confined to the limits of Chinatown. 
They are no longer sojourner; they are planting their roots here. They 
live where they wish as their resources can afford. They enter all kinds 
of occupations and professions. 
Just to name a few names and their vocations will illustrate: 
judges: Delbert Wong of Los Angeles Superior Court; Alfred Low 
San Francisco Municipal Court. 
Politicians: U. S. Senator Hiram Fong of Hawaii; State Senator Tuiag 
Org of Arizona; Assemblyman March Fong of Oakland; City Councilman 
Sun Wong of Sacramento; Post Master LimP. Lee, San Francisco. 
Authors: Lin Yutang; C. Y. Lee, Flower Drum Song; Jade Snow 
Wong, Fifth Chinese Daughter. 
Theologian: Robert Lee of San Francisco Theological Seminary. 
Artists: Dong Kingman of San Francisco and New York; Richard Yip 
of Stockton. 
Cinematographer: James Wong Howe of Hollywood. 
Nobel Prize Winners in Physics: Tsung Dao Lee; and Chen Ning Yang. 
Those are the better known ones whose names and sometimes pictures 
have appeared in newspapers and other news media. There are many 
others whose contributions may be greater and have more lasting value. 
These are the mathematicians, the bio-chemists, the teachers, the doctors 
and dentists, the business men, the men and women and youth who by 
their behavior and the manner with which they assume their responsibili-
ties as citizens of California and America will contribute to a better 
understanding of people and mutual appreciation. 
GRIZZLY ADAMS: 
A Man 
To Match 
Our Mountains 
RICHARD H . DILLON, librarian at 
Sutro Library, San Francisco.* 
CONTRIBUTIONS to California of the Chinese, the Basques, The 
Issei, and Sansei, the Portugese and Azoreans, the Hawaiians and the 
Cousin Jacks from Cornwall, have been woefully neglected in our writing 
of history. No one, I think is more aware of this fact than I am. On the 
other hand, we must not over emphasize the roles of various minority 
groups out of a zeal for fairness or in an attempt to make a period more 
colorful than it actually was. 
The much-maligned (in recent years) "WASP" - the white, Anglo-
Saxon, usually-Protestant, American, still deserves the lion's share of 
credit for the westering of our frontier and the setding of the trans-
Mississippi country. On the other hand, he deserves the fullest barrage 
of criticism, too, for his shameful treatment of the Indians and the land 
in his lust for gold, property, success, and power. Unfortunately for 
America, his very toughness - which allowed him to survive - even to 
thrive, in a hostile environment - carried with it a ruthlessness and, at 
times, a hypocrisy which flaw the traditional Protestant ethic of this 23 
country, an ethic of hard-work and Christian good-works 
In some fifteen years of writing, I have devoted articles and parts of 
• The author was an emergency speaker at the twentieth California History 
Institute at the University of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif., March 18, 1967. 
We are indebted to Mr. ]. R. Blanchard, University Librarian of the Univer-
sity of California at Davis for gracious permission to publish here that por-
tion of the address which had been read to his Library Associates, April 7, 
1966, and printed as that organization's Keepsake Number I.- EDITORS 
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books to the Chinese; the first Japanese-Americans; and our Hawaiian 
argonauts. But recently in outlining a future book for publication, a 
collection of short California biographies, I found that, although I bent 
over backward, the overwhelming majority of subjects crying for inclusion 
were Yankees (and, of course, Southerners too) . Too few people from 
minority groups asserted leadership in a climate which was, then, far 
from permissive. And when they did, the documentation is not to be 
found today. (How many Gold Rush diaries are there in Chinese? 
Where are the memoirs of Cornishmen, Basques, or whalemen from 
Fayal?) 
In planning this book of short biographies, I chose 76 Californians to 
represent us as outstanding personalities, whether good or bad, "impor-
tant" (whatever that means) or merely colorful. The number of non-
Yankees was most disappointing. There were only two Negro Americans 
- Jim Beckworth and William Leidesdorff. I was able to include only 
two Indians, Ishi and Captain Jack, and one half-breed, Jean Baptiste 
Charbonneau, Sacajawea's baby, who became a Californian in the Mexican 
War and the Gold Rush. Only one Japanese - Joseph Heco - is on 
my list and one Chinese, Fong Ching, alias Little Pete. Even Mexican-
Americans are in short supply, only Mariano Vallejo and Tiburcio Vas-
quez being included. 
Doubtless, some of you in this audience could add many more names 
(especially of Mexican-Californians) who fit my criterion of colorfulness. 
But I have limited myself to only 76 sketches. And which of the "Yan-
quis" would you push aside for Juan B. Alvarado, Chief Solano, or Ng 
Poon C~ew? Not Bancroft, Bidwell, Sutter, Fremont, Judah, Stanford, 
Lucky Baldwin, or Larkin? Perhaps Mary At!stin, Grace Hudson, Helen 
Hunt Jackson, or Lillie Coit? Which writer would you omit - Norris, 
London, Twain, Bierce, or Lummis? And among heroes, per se, whom 
would you discard - Grizzly Adams, Lewis Manly, James B. Hume, J. 
Ross Browne, or William G. Eddy? 
I think that there is no real need to prove the case. While we must 
pay far more attention to the "second-class citizens" of our past, the 
Yankees did dominate the Western frontier of a century ago. John Gil-
crease, of the University of Arizona, was going to tell you about one of 
them, Wyatt Earp, but John cannot be here today. So, Leland Case has 
pressed me into service. Now, I know little of Earp (except that he was 
practically run out of San Francisco for an unpopular decision while 
refereeing a prize fight, as I recall) . So I shall choose a different man to 
epitomize the California Yankee, a man about whom I know a great deal 
since I wrote his biography last year, The Legend of Grizzly Adams. 
Here we have a nut-tough Yankee of legend, who epitomized many of 
the latter's strengths while, at the same time, he turned his back on ~he 
cut-throat philistinism of Yankee California and became almost a her~it 
in the Sierra Nevada and the Coast Range. 
It is all but impossible for a venturesome traveler to avoid cutting 
the trail of Grizzly Adams somewhere in California. This eccentric 
mountain man, whose nickname came from his astonishing mastery over 
the most dangerous . animal on the North American continent, was a 
prodigious pedestrian. In the art of shank's mare, he rivalled such men 
as Jedediah Smith, John Ledyard, and Meriwether Lewis. His tracks, were 
they not erased by the winds and rains of time, would pock the state's 
terrain fiom Goose Lake in the North to Alamo Mountain and Claraville 
in the Tehachapis. 
Nor was Adams averse to exploring and hunting in adjacent states, 
either. In fa(.:t, one of his first great hunts, in 1853, took him not only 
to the Cascades of Washington Territory, where he met Chief Tonasket, 
or Kennasket (for whom · a town on the Okanogan River is named), but 
h~ went as far east as the Polouse Range and beyond. He talked of "east-
. ern Washington Territory" but since he hunted buffalo there it must have 
been beyond the Bitterroots and well into Montana. Another expedition 
took Adams to the Humboldt Mountains of Nevada, in 1854, and on 
to the Rocky Mountains, proper. 
But the Hap.J?iest of Hunting Grounds for Adams lay in two widely 
separated California locations. One was on the western slope of the 
Sierra Nevada. The other, surprisingly, was in the Coast Range country 
of San francisco Bay Area. The region between the northern boundary 
of Yosemite National Park and the now neon-desecrated South Shore 
of Lake Tahoe is a tremendous expanse of pine and cedar and granite, 
to be sure, but chances are good that the rugged bear hunter ranged over 
it all. It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine the exact location of 
his semi-permanent headquarters in the wilderness. Spencer Storer and 
Lloyd Tevis, Jr., in their excellent book, California Grizzly, vote for a 
sire in Mariposa County near Pilot Peak, between Bower Cave and Big 25 
Grizzly Flat, just west of Yosemite. 
I rend however, to side with the historian of California's Sonora, 
Carlo de Ferrari, whose researches in old property records and other legal 
documentation leads him to place Grizzly Adams' camps in Tuolumne 
County between Twain Harre and Pinecrest, perhaps on the very sire of 
Long Barn or farther northeast where the University of California alumni 
camps, Blue and Gold, are to be found today. This is the region drained 
by Sugar Pine Creek, the North Fork of the Tuolumne, and the South 
This bull elk came off second best with Grizzly Adams. It kicked 
the knife from his hand, but he managed to reach his trusty pistol. 
Fork of the Stanislaus. Adams, when he wanted a taste of civilization, 
would visit Sonora or the ranch of William J. Howard, near HornitOs. 
(The latter, you may recall, was the subject of an interesting book, many 
years ago by J. L. Cossley-Batt The Last of the California Rangers.) Unlike 
the Indians, who scattered tO the lower foothills or to the flat of the San 
Joaquin Valley when the first snows fell, Adams wintered in his Sierra 
camps, snug as a grizzly bear. 
The other area which Adams frequented for his hunting and trapping 
forays was the Diablo Range of the "contra costa" or eastern-shore of 
San Francisco Bay. Southeast of the saddle of Mount Diablo lies a 
secondary route, connecting Livermore and Tracy today, which was one 
of the major roads between San Francisco and the Southern Mines a 
century and more ago. This is Corral Hollow Road, now prosaic Alameda 
County Road Number 12. It parallels the main east-west artery of High-
way 50 which, itself, bypasses historic old Altamont Pass although it is 
often called by the same name. In Adams· day, Altamont Pass was still 
called by its rightful name, Livermore Pass. The name came from Robert 
Livermore, an Englishman from London who jumped ship in Yerba 
Buena, for keeps, and owned the ranch just west of the Pass. Adams 
hunted in Livermore Pass, on the slopes of Mount Diablo, and probably 
on Brushy Peak, said to be a hangout in the 1850s for the almost legendary 
bandit, Joaquin Murrieta. But Grizzly Adams{ favorite non-Sierra hunting 
area was Corral Hollow. 
To this very day, Corral Hollow is a lonely and desolate place of bare 
hills and dry arroyos. Even the hardy live oaks seem to shun it except 
in protected, shady, gullies. At its eastern end, the old road has been 
ruined by the Delta-Mendota Canal, the West Side Freeway, and the 
posted fences of the University of California's Livermore radiation facility. 
But it retains its bucolic state west of the San Joaquin County line. 
Attempts to "civilize" the heart of Corral Hollow have all failed, so far. 
They are marked riow only by ruins and a bronze historical plaque on 
the site of the ghost town of Carnegie. This was a brickyard company 
town on the bank of Corral Hollow Creek, as is still readily evident from 
the tens of thousands of redbrick shards which are scattered over the area. 
Upstream lies the remains of the old coal town of Tesla, largely tunnels 
and a mine dump. In 1895 a grandiose scheme was developed by two 
returned Alaska miners to use Corral Hollow coal to generate electricity 
for San Jose, Stockton, and even San Francisco. A railroad was to be 
built from Stockton to Corral Hollow and, eventually, to Oakland. The 
developers planned to revive the old brick, pottery, and cement industries 2 7 
of the Hollow, too. Bur nothing came of it - for one thing the coal 
was low grade stuff - and the narrow valley reverted to the look it had 
when Grizzly Adams first saw it in 1855. 
The mighty hunter built himself a rude cabin at a spring in the Hollow 
which the Mexican-Californians called Portezuela de Buenos Aires, or 
Pass of the Good (probably cooling) Winds. So hot and dry is this 
country, once spring dies in the lee of Mount Diablo, that there is only 
one perennial water source on topographic maps of the area. Hence, 
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there is little doubt of the location of Grizzly's cabin. It must have been 
in the little gulch, blessed with spring water and the sparse shade of 
pepper trees which lies just west of old Carnegie and east of the San 
Joaquin-Alameda County line where it cuts across the Corral Hollow 
Road. 
Pinning down the exact whereabouts of Grizzly Adams .. : camps and 
cabins is not always easy because the old codger was, to say the least, . 
careless with fact. It is not that Adams was a liar, per se. He simply saw 
little point in distinguishing hard, cold, facts from wishful thinking. 
Like Jim Bridger or the Negro mountain man, Jim Beckworth or, for 
that matter, almost any mountain man worth his salt, Grizzly Adams 
simply could not resist making a good story better. He apparently did 
not keep a diary but trusted to memory, and his mind played tricks on 
him, too. This led him in one instance to give a single hunting com-
panion three different names - Drury, Browne and Carroll - at three 
different points of his memoirs. This kind of reminiscing can give re-
gional historians and biographers the very vapors. It is the reason why 
I had to title my recent biography of Grizzly, the Legend of Grizzly 
Adams, because I had to record some events and anecedotes of his life 
which could not be substantiated by any kind of primary sources. How-
ever, it is a book of biography, and Western Americana, not of folklore. 
For a long time, finding out just where Adams either roamed or 
stayed-put was child's play when compared to the task of determining 
who he was. Normally, he went by the name of James Capen Adams and 
he is to be found in dozens of books and on thousands of library catalog 
cards under that name. But this was not Grizzly Adams' real name. 
For some reason, and we may never know just why, Grizzly took an 
alias when he came to California. He called himself, at first, William 
Adams and, later, James Capen Adams. The latter was his brother's name. 
The real James Capen never came West and probably never saw a grizzly 
bear unless it was one of his brother's burly "pets." Western historians, 
owe a great debt to Francis Farquhar, not only for his fine new book, 
The History of the Sierra Nevada, but because he straightened us out on 
Adams. Mr. Farquhar found the tombstone of the noted hunter, complete 
with effigy of bear hunter and prey, in Charlton, Massachussetts. The 
name on it was plain-JOHN ADAMS. It verified what we knew from 
the Adams family genealogist's statements . . . that the great hunter of 
the New England Adams clan was not James Capen, but John Adams. 
Why did Adams pose as his brother or, at least, use his name as an 
alias? If he really wanted to hide his identity why did he hang onto the 
Adams name, changing only his first name? Did he do it "involuntarily"? 
Adams was an eccentric who died before his rime because of brain 
damage inflicted upon his by wild grizzlies. Perhaps his scrambled mind 
told him that he was James Capen. If his use of an alias was deliberate, 
what was the cause? No one has the answer. 
No evidence, so far, has come to light that he was a felon, a defaulter, 
or anything of that sort. He was mightily disgusted with judges, courts 
and lawyers but because he had lost all of his property on the San Joaquin 
River, near French Camp here in San Joaquin County, when he borrowed 
on it and was unable to pay it back. It appears that Adams was involved 
in Tuolumne law suits, too, and lost what land he held there. In his rem-
iniscences, he complained of his herds of stock being raided by rustlers, 
but the major cause of Adam's turning his back on civilization, for a life 
in the wilderness, seems to have been the fact that he was "lawsuit-prone." 
He paid no attention to the old maxim, "Never a borrower or a lender 
be," and as a result he all but lost his shirt. As Carlo de Ferrari put it, 
"Grizzly Adams was a spectacuiar failure at all of his early California 
ventures except bear hunting." To his biographer of 1859, Theodore H. 
I:Iittell, he complained, "I was dead broke. The lawyers and the judges ... 
contrived to rob me of everything I possessed . . . I was disgusted with 
my fellow-men and their hypocrisy, their betrayal of confidence, their 
treachery and fraud." 
The real reason for Adams's wishing to hide his identity may be in-
volved in the circumstances of his migration to California from Massa-
chussetts in 1849. I think it was his desire to cut himself off entirely 
from New England and its painful memories. For, on June 5, 1849, shortly 
before Adams headed for California, his father, Eleazar, committed suieide 
by hanging in the town of Charlton. When Adams died in 1860, he was 
buried not in Medway, where he was born and lived as a youth, nor in 
Neponset where he spent his last days and where he died, but in Charl-
ton, like his suicidal father. 
When · Adams turned his back on civilization, probably here in Stock-
ton, and headed for the Sierra, the Range of Light, in the autumn of 1852, 
he had little more to his name than a bedroll, two fine hunting rifles, 2 9 
a battered wagon and a yoke of oxen. So feeble were the beasts that 
Adams said he had to lift them by their tails to get them on their feet 
after they had laid down. As for the wagon, he said that it would not even 
hang together until he had soaked it for a week. 
Somewhere near Long Barn he set up camp and began hunting a mule 
deer. Although gruff and seemingly inconsiderate he always provided his 
Indian neighbors with meat, and appears to have been respected and 
liked by all of them. So misanthropic was Adams, at first, that he wished 
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no companions at all, not even Indians. Later he mellowed to the point 
of welcoming hunting companions to his campfires. 
Adams was no hardnosed person of Henry D. Thoreau, of Walden 
Pond fame. He was not a writer and was certainly not a conservationist, 
though he never killed wantonly. He was a philosopher of onfy the 
narrowest-gauge and liked the freedom of wilderness life, and the lack of 
people, rather than the esthetic beauty of the Sierra. But he was more 
than just a character, an eccentric. He was an "original," he was sui 
generis. No one, before or since, came within a country mile of his 
prowess in taming wild animals, although he had imitators. (The most 
notable of these successors, incidentally, was probably his one-time hunt-
ing companion, Seth Hollister, whose lithographed portrait hangs in the 
Bancroft Library of the University of California at Berkeley, as part of 
the Honeyman Collection.) In this respect, as a super hunter/ trapper 
and above all, as a dominator of wild beasts, he is "California's greatest 
mountain man." 
This claim, phrased as a subtitle to my recent book, stirred up about 
the only negative criticism which the work has received, so far. It was 
argued by some that I was leapfrogging Adams to a position of eminence 
over some pretty fair representatives of what Robert Glass Cleland called 
the "reckless breed of men." I am well aware of the prowess of Jed Smith, 
Broken Hand Tom Fitzpatrick, Kit Carson, and Old Greenwood. All of 
these men were great trappers, pathfinders and courageous men. All of 
them visited California, tOO. But none of them is associated largely, 
primarily, with our state. More of their fame was earned in the Rockies, 
on the High Plains, in the Southwest and on the overland trails. Our 
strictly local mountain men have been all-but-overlooked by writers. I can 
think of only one, right now, of a similar calibre to Adams - Jim Savage, 
the White King of the Tulare Indians. 
Adams began to trap animals for their furs, then tried taking them 
alive, to exhibit and to sell in the mining towns cif the Mother Lode. 
He tamed deer, rabbits, beaver, mink, wolves, and coyotes. He finally 
took on the dreaded grizzlies and was successful when he captured the 
animals young enough. Adams claimed that he cleared $800 in Mariposa 
in 1853 by exhibiting and wrestling with one of his grizzlies. Two men 
bought the animal to show in South America and to participate in bull-
and-bear fights, and they asked for more. Grizzly Adams was in business. 
Basically a loner, Adams took on helpers, from time to time, to make 
his hunting and trapping easier. The first hunter who worked with him 
was a Texas half-breed named Saxon, probably, but nicknamed Saxey or 
Sykesey. Next, he signed on two Indian boys whose names he could not 
pronounce to he called them Tuolumne and Stanislaus. At first, he tried 
lassoing young bears. This did not work well; he found that even cubs 
were deucedly hard to snare with a reata even though he was as skilled 
as many vaqueros with a rope. Finally, Adams gave up this technique and 
built huge boxtraps, which he called "trap huts." 
With only his pet grizzly, Lady Washington, and a dog, Adams 
wintered on the upper Tuolumne in 1853-54, then paid a visit to the 
valley named for its grizzlies-Yosemite. As has been said, he was no 
Thoreau but, with the help of his amanuensis, Theodore H. Hittell, Adams 
' made a game attempt to describe that great wonder of nature, the Yo-
semite Valley: 
The first view of this sublime scenery was so impressive that we were delayed 
a long time, as if spellbound, looking down from the mountain upon the mag-
nificent landscape far below. It is vain to attempt to convey the effect produced 
by those giant and picturesque cliffs three thousand feet high, that romantic 
valley-bottom with its green carpet and silvery stream, and those groves of trees, 
which are formed and placed as if a skilful artist had disposed them to portray 
the essence of romance. It is vain to attempt with words alone to' convey the 
impressions produced upon the mind by such an enchanting sight; magnitude may 
be imagined, beauty may be conceived, but the breadth and scope of these rocks, 
the tempered tints of these distances, the influence of these sublime forms inclosing 
within their compass lawns and groves and grassy banks, presenting at every turn 
new and unimagined splendors - all these must be seen and felt, to be fully com-
prehended . . . Who could ever forget those stupendous cliffs, with their fit 
associates, the tapering evergreens? Or the greenswards and oak and cottonwood 
groves of the Valley? 
Adams's skill with wolves, mountain lions and, above all, the supposedly 
untameable grizzlies, was astounding. He tamed them, made them his 
friends. He had them carry his packs and occasionally he rode on their 
backs. They even fought for him against their own, wild, kind. The 
grizzly is known by two scientific names which suggest how fearful he 
is - ursus horribili.r-and ursus ferox - horrible bear and fierce or fero-
cious bear. The grizzly is the only beast which ever intimidated Meri-
wether Lewis. He wrote in 1804, 'These bears, being so hard to die, 
rather intimidate us all. I must confess that I do not like the gentleman 
and had rather fight two Indians than one grizzly bear." 
Although Grizzly Adams was a braggart and tall-tale teller, he made 
little of his strange power over the terrible beasts. When he was running 
his wild animal menagerie in San Francisco, he explained it simply by 
saying that he just happened to be the "hardest" animal in the whole 
collection. 
Adams came to California from Massachusetts when he was 27, having 
thrown away his shoe maker's awl, forever. He soon became so expert-
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if reckless-a mountain man that he would crawl into the dens of bears, 
wolves, a~d mountain lions to capture the young animals. He grew so 
skilled that he could "yell" bears out of caves and get them to pose, ereCt:, 
so that they made a good target. He killed the beasts with his rifle, pistol, 
and knife and it could almost be said with his bare hands. But he paid 
dearly in pain and scars. One time, when he tried to slit a downed bear's 
throat, just to be sure, the touch of the blade revived the animal and it 
leaped upon him. The animal, a huge. female, sank her teeth in his· flesh. 
Proudly, Adams remembered that painful moment : 
The e':quisite pain left me nothing but an instinctive sense of the necessity ~ 
for prompt action. We were .both down on the ground together, now. Her teeth 
and claws were both at work. I was desperately struggling to get my arms free 
for offensive measures but, growing exhausted with my loss of blood; I was not 
at first' successful. At lengrh, I twisted myself around underneath her and, catching 
her with my left hand by the great goatee which hung under her motith, I plunged 
my knife into her heart with my right and worked it briskly 'round to insure its 
fatal operation. Her jaws opened, her claws relaxed her hold and after one or 
two more spasmodic endeavqrs to mutilate me, she rolled over and expired. 
Mangled and almost crippled, the boastful Adams still had the strength 
to crow, "I was worth twenty men, yet . . . I felt like Alexander, sated 
with victory and wishing another foe worthy of my prowess to engage." 
During the spring of 1855, Grizzly and his entourage - the bears, 
Lady Washington and Ben Franklin, and greyhound, Rambler - moved 
to the greening hills of Corral Hollow. He sold deer meat to travelers 
and set traps in the rugged canyons. He was almost · ready to take his 
collection of animals to San Francisco to set up a menagerie but he wanted 
one more Sierra hunt. It proved to be almost his last trip, anywhere. 
Near Strawberry Lake he was surprised by a monster grizzly which 
knocked his rifle away and tore at him. Adams was about ready tO con-
cede that the game was up. But his pet bear, Ben Franklin, and his dog 
hurled themselves at the grizzly. They harried the brute long enough 
for him to grab his rifle and ,but a ball into the animal's heart. Then he 
leaped on the beast, bowie knife in hand. From that day forward, loyal 
Ben Franklin was Adams· best friend. 
"That was one of the narrowest escapes I ever had in all my hunting .. " 
said Adams. "He has borne the scars of combat upon his front ever 
since and I take pride in pointing them out to persons who, I think, can 
appreciate my feelings towards him." 
After hunting as far south as the Tehachapi Mountains and Tejon Pass, 
Adams brought his beasts to San Francisco's Clay Street, opening the 
Mountaineer Museum. It was a success and in 1860 he sailed tO New 
York where he opened another menagerie with P. T. Barnum. What a 
pair they made! Barnum liked to play practical jokes, of course, so he 
dyed some ordinary pigeons and called them Golden California Pigeons. 
He asked Adams why he had not brought some of the birds to exhibit 
with his bears and other animals, since they were so rare. Adams took 
the bait beautifully. 
"Rare birds!" he snorted, "Indeed! Why they are just as common in 
California as any other pigeon. I could have brought a hundred of them 
from San Francisco if I had thought of it. They are so common there ... 
I have eaten them in pigeon pies hundreds of times and have shot them 
by the thousands." 
When the feathers grew out to reveal the white "roots" of common 
park-bench pigeons, Adams vowed to get even with Barnum. The chance 
came shortly. With his health failing, mainly from a bad head wound, 
Adams let Barnum get another animal trainer tO succeed him. He knew 
that his own days were numbered. But, with a wicked gleam in his eye, 
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which he managed to hide from P.T., he asked for the loan of the new 
man's fine suit of hunting clothes. 
"Well, Adams," said Barnum, "I will lend you the dress. But will you 
send it back to me?" 
"Yes, when I have done with it," Adams answered. Just draw a little 
writing and sign it, saying that I may wear it until I have done with it." 
Once he took to his sick bed, Adams never left it till the short trip to 
the cemetery. But he gave his wife strict orders to bury him in the fine 
new hunting dress since he would not be through with it. He died in 
good spirits, tickled at having outfoxed Barnum, himself. He said, 
"Barnum agreed to let me have it until I have done with it. I am 
determined to fix his flint this time. He'll never see that dress again!" 
Adams's last words, after a dying chuckle, were-"Won't Barnum open 
his eyes when he finds I have humbugged him by being buried in his 
new hunting dress." 
Grizzly Adams was an irascible, obstinate curmudgeon. But he was 
never pathetic. His reckless courage made him the bravest of men. He 
faced his greatest test-death-calmly and bravely. And perhaps some 
of the Thoreauan poetry of the wilderness rubbed off on him, after all. 
For, during his last hours, he talked to the clergyman in attendance ex-
plaining why (like Thoreau) he had never felt it necessary to be a church-
goer. He had no Hittell now. to polish his phrases and yet his quasi-
religious creed, as he explained it on his deathbed to a New England 
parson, has both power and beauty: 
I have attended preaching every day, Sundays and all, for the last six years. 
Sometimes an old grizzly gave me a sermon, sometimes it was a panther, Often 
it was the thunder and lightning, the tempest, or the hurricane on the peaks of 
the Sierra Nevada or in the gorges of the Rocky Mountains. Bur, whatever 
preached to me, it always taught me the undying majesty of the Creator and 
revealed to me the undying and unchanging love of our kind Father in Heaven. 
Although I am a pretty rough customer, I fancy my heart is in about the right 
place and I look with confidence for that rest which I so much need and which 
I never enjoyed upon earth. 
One of Grizzly's many nicknames was The Wild Yankee. But, at 
heart, he had become a Californian. One of his deathbed statements was, 
"I have looked on death in many forms and I trust that I can meet it 
whenever it comes, with a stout heart and steady 'nerves." His only re-
grets were that his old friend, Ben Franklin, was dead and that he was 
far from his other ursine friends and farther, still, from the Sierra Nevada 
which he had grown to love. 'There, surely," he said, a little sadly, "I 
could find rest through the long future among the eternal rocks and 
evergreen pines." 
Mr. Morgan at the tenth anniversary breakfast of the 
]edediah Smith Society, of which he is a life member. 
Jedediah Smith Today 
DALE L. MORGAN, of Bancroft Library, 
distinguished biographer of ]edediah Smith. 
J T IS INDEED a pleasure for me tO meet with the Jedediah Smith 
Society on the occasion of our tenth anniversary. Mr. Case, whose for- 35 
midable importunities brought me tO Srockron roday, has advised you that 
my topic will be "the biographical trail of Jedediah Smith." Bur I shall 
spare you my memoirs this morning, reserving those for my old age -
if I ever get there. 
A society with a name like ours inevitably must have· a heroizing 
tendency; and this morning you are hearing reports on such projects as 
the marking of Jedediah Smith trails in California's mountains and des-
errs, issuance of a postage stamp to commemorate his achievements, and 
his election tO the hall of fame in New York. All of these are worth-
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while endeavors, bur we must be careful, it seems to me, what we venture 
to do in Jedediah Smith's name. -
In my biography, 1 published some thirteen years ago, I described Jedediah 
Smith as "an authentic American hero, a man who packed a staggering 
amount of achievement into the time between his twenty-third and 
thirty-third years." "Yet his," I went on to say, "is a story with a strange 
aftermath, for Jedediah Smith dead has had to fight for survival in the 
American memory with the same tenacity he brought to the struggle for 
physical survival during the years he ranged the West. His countrymen 
did their best to forger him entirely, but the integrity and magnitude of 
his accomplishment, the energy and passion which infused his life and 
work, have finally brought him out upon the sunlit plateau for all to see~· 
I think it significant that Jedediah's stature owes to the labors of serious · 
] edediah Smith and the Opening of the West by Dale L. Morgan (In-
dianapolis: Bobbs-Merill, 1953; also Lincoln : University of Nebraska 
Press; Bison Books, 191)4). 
scholars, much more than to his survival in folk memory, for thereby 
his name and reputation have kept in step with a sound body of fact. 
A deliberate effort to achieve fame for Jedediah may do him an actual 
disservice. 
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Let me ask a question. Do you regard it as desirable that a movie 
should be made, based upon the life of Jedediah Smith? I think all you 
would be inclined to say yes. But let us pause and reflect. Is it actually 
possible to make a moving picture out of Jedediah's life, one that will 
deal with his life as fairly and honestly as historians have deale with it? 3 7 
Consider some of the problems. Jedediah Smith seems principally 
important to us for his explorations, which helped so signally in opening 
up the West. His life was therefore one of almost unceasing movement 
over a period of nine years, from the spring of 1822, when he first voyaged 
up the Missouri River, to the spring of 1831, when he died under the 
lances of Comanche Indians on the Cimarron River. 
"His years in the W~st," as I noted in my biography, "are a sustained, 
almost unrelieved chronicle of physical endurance, unflagging courage, 
and granitic purpose, with occasional climaxes in which his spirit burns 
clear and brighr."2 
Bur nine searing years on the epic plane are really more than script-
writers can cope with. They have found it almost impossible for, example, 
ro render the Lewis and Clark srory in moving picture terms, and rhe 
Lewis and Clark Expedition has a unity in rime and purpose, a compact-
ness, that we cannot find in Jedediah's srory. Very rarely is a sarisfacrory 
movie made even our of a novel; short srories lend themselves much better 
to dramatization. How much more difficult, then, ro grapple with a life 
like Jedediah's! I do nor say the job cannot be done, bur such a script 
would require imagination and a feeling for hisrory far beyond the Holly-
wood norm. 
Well, then, if nor a movie, why nor a television series? Surely Jedediah 
Smith's life would lend itself ro the episodic requirements of a series. 
A year or so after my biography was published, I had a lerrer from one 
of the principal agencies in Hollywood, soliciting my ideas on the subject. 
The objective would be a sustained series, each program complete in 
itself, each with irs own definite beginning, middle, and end. 
I began ro think about the problem. The need was nor just for one 
program, or thirteen, bur for as many as thirty-nine; and assuming the 
success of the series, rwo or three rimes thirty-nine programs might be 
demanded. I could see immediately rhar Jedediah Smith's life did nor 
lend itself ro a near, rhythmic entertainment pattern. Concievably he 
could be used as a central figure, a narrative device, with the individual 
episodes centering upon the experiences or exploits of individual Moun-
tain Men - the semi-legendary Mike Fink or Hugh Glass, for example. 
Bur would this not do violence ro Jedediah Smit'h and his place in Ameri-
can hisrory? Would vulgarization of his story be honestly a service ro his 
name? Perhaps a very fine craftsman, having an encyclopedic knowledge 
of Jedediah Smith's era, might be able ro bring off such a series. Bur the 
odds were clearly against it; and even conceding that I had rhe necessary 
3 8 skills and konwledge, was I justified in abandoning the pioneering jobs 
I really wanted ro do in history ro expend a year or two of my life on 
such a project? 
I backed away. Since then, observing the inexpressible cheapness of 
what has been done with Davy Crockett, W yatt Earp, and Daniel Boone, 
I have many rimes felt rhar we are better off without a Jedediah Smith 
television series. I, for one, think rhe presently-running Daniel Boone 
2 Ibid. p. 7. 
programs are a public disgrace, an immoral looting of the legend of the 
great Boone by men too lazy or too incompetent to create their own legend. 
I would have no objection ro a completely fictional conception - let us 
say, the "John Henry Jones program." This series however, has purported 
to deal with the hisrorical Daniel Boone. 
Several fine novels have been written about the Mountain Men. But 
note that Harvey Fergusson's protagonist in Wolf Song bears the name 
"Sam Lash," not Kit Carson; and in A. B. Guthrie's The Big Sky we are 
concerned with "Boone Caudill," not with a Caudill labeled Jim Bridger. 
I object to television programs that are fundamentally irresponsible, 
which have pretensions ro being hisrorical but are perversions of hisrory. 
So I ask again: Does it really strike you as a good idea to have 
Jedediah Smith converted into a moyie or television "personality"? What 
would he gain? What would any of us gain? What might he and we 
stand to lose? 
There is a point where we should make haste slowly in the heroizing 
process. I thing that any thing this Society undertakes ro do in Jedediah 
Smith's name had better have long and prayerful consideration. It may 
indeed be better that Jedediah Smith should be left in the hands of the 
historians, who have done a rather good job of "raising him" thus far, 
in preference ro turning him over to public relations experts, who, in 
exploiting him, may half destroy him. That Jedediah is truly making 
his way, without benefit of "forcing," is instanced by the fact that the 
Encyclopedia Britannicct asked me to do an article on him for the 1966 
edition of that long-established reference work. A condensed entry in a 
general encyclopedia may seem a small matter, bur such a development is 
of a piece with Jedediah Smith's gradual emergence as a principal figure 
in American history, each building block supporting the next in a good 
and honest structure. 
This brings me to a recurring problem, the tendency by well-meaning 
enthusiasts to transform Jedediah Smith into a religious folk hero. As we 
shall see, as early as 1880 William Waldo commended Jedediah to the 
attention of the Sunday schools, but the subject is one to be approached 39 
with caution - and close attention to the facts. 
At the time my biography was published. I happened to be in Washing-
ron, carrying our some researches in the National Archives. One day a 
member of the staff came up ro speak about the book - plainly he had 
nor read it - and ro ask if Jedediah Smith was not really a missionary ro 
the Indians rather than a fur trader, if the fur trading was nor just a means 
to this end. 
I was dumfounded by the question, and have ofren thought about it 
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since. That Jedediah Smith was a "religious" man is obvious; but it also 
seemed obvious to me that for him religion was primarily a personal 
ethic, a code he lived by, his preaching confined to exhortation within 
his own family. 
Note what was said in the first eulogy of Jedediah Smith ever published, 
the anonymous tribute printed in the Illinois Monthly Magazine for June, 
1832, a year after Jedediah's death: 
"Few men have been more fortunate than I have," said Mr. Smith to the writer, 
In March, 1831. "I started into the mountains, with the determination of becoming 
a first-rate hunter, of making myself thoroughly acquainted with the character and 
habits of the Indians, of tracing out sources of the Columbia River, and following 
it to its mouth, and of making the whole profitable to me, and I have perfectly 
succeeded." 
In these words, three months before his death, Jedediah summed up 
his life. The eulogist - we would give much to establish his identity -
discussed Jedediah's accomplishments as an explorer of the Western wil-
derness, as the greatest American "traveler," and only then reflected upon 
the character of the man. Jedediah, he said: 
... had none of the uncouth roughness of a hunter - he was gentle and affable. 
Exposed as he had been, as captain or chief of a parry, in that lawless country, to 
many and great temptations, he held fast to his integrity; with his ears constantly 
filled with the language of the profane and dissolute, no evil communication pro-
ceeded out of his mouth. He was exact in his requisitions of duty, determined and 
persevering, always confident of success. When his parry was in danger Mr. Smith 
was always among the foremost to meet it, and the last to fly .. .. In all his 
dealings with the lndians, he was strictly honorable, and always endeavored to give 
them favorable ideas of the whites. . . . He was kind, obliging, and generous to 
a fault. Without being connected with any church, he was a Christian. The lone 
wilderness had been his place of meditation, and the mountain top his altar. He 
made religion an active, practical principle, from the duties of which nothing 
could seduce him. He affirmed it to be "the one thing needful," and his greatest 
happiness; yet was he modest, never obtrusive, charitable, "without guile."3 
All this was said by someone who had actually known Jedediah Smith. 
We may infer that Robert Campbell, who spent the fall and winter of 
1825-1826 with Jedediah, sharing a Pawnee lodge with him while winter-
bound on the Plains, formed a similar opinion, Jedediah seen as a man 
of probity who did not, however, flaunt his religion. This was expressed 
in a letter of July 12, 1827, that Robert sent his brother Hugh from the 
Bear Lake Rendezvous. Though Robert's own letter has not come to 
light, its purport is reflected in Hugh's unpublished reply, dated at Rich-
mond, Virginia, on October 5 of the same year: 
As to your prospects of settling down in the steady pursuit of a fixed mercan-
tile business I can only say that such is my most ardent wish. If Mr. Smith be 
in all respects the exalted character you represent him to be the business will & 
must under your united management & with the capital you speak of, result 
advantageously.4 
Robert like Jedediah was a basically God-fearing man, and the partner-
ship they envisioned after his return from California might have worked 
out to the satisfaction of both. 
William Waldo, in his "Recollections of a Septuagenarian," first pub-
lished by the Missouri Historical Society in 1880, was at pains to stress 
the religious aspect of Jedediah's character. The young man, he said, was : 
. . . a bold, outspoken, professing and competent Christian; the first and only 
one that was known among the early Rocky Mountain hunters and trappers. No 
one who knew him well ever doubted the sincerity of his piety. He had become 
a communicant of the Methodist . Church before leaving his home in New York, 
and there are no doubt some Methodists yet living in the city of St. Louis who can 
call to mind the religious character and the liberality of Jedediah Smith, for when 
in the city he never failed to occupy his place in the church of his choice, while 
Most modern scholars know the eulogy as it was twice reprinted in Ed-
win L. Sabin's Kit Carson Days ( 1914 and 1935) . The title given by 
Sabin was: "Captain Jedediah Strong Smith : A Eulogy of that Most 
Romantic and Pious of Mountain Men, First American by Land into 
California." When a present-day scholar cites the eulogy in this fashion, 
Sabin is his unacknowledged source, for the title in the original is simply, 
"Jedediah Strong Smith." 
4 This letter, with some other materials relating to Jedediah Smitp, is printed 
in my forthcoming The Rocky Mountains and the Yellowstone: Robert 
Campbell's Era in the American Fur Trade (Denver: Old West Publishing 
Co. ). 
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he gave generously to all objects connected with the religion he professed and 
loved. · There could be no better character found on which to base a true and 
interesting book for Sunday Schools, or a religious romance; the tale of his life 
told through, would require no twisting or fixing up to fill irs pages.5 
Primarily it was on William Waldo's comments about Jedediah that 
Hiram M. Chittenden based his own memorable estimate of Jedediah's 
character in his History of the American Fur Trade, as published in 1902: 
Jedediah Smith, said Chittenden: 
. . . was like that distinguished character of later years, Stonewall Jackson, in 
combining with the most ardent belief in, and practice of, the Christian religion, 
an undaunted courage, fierce and impetuous nature, and untiring energy. . . . He 
was a true knight errant, a lover of the kind of adventure which the unexplored 
West afforded in such ample degrees. 
Edwin L. Sabin, in his Kit Carson Days, published in 1914, guessed that 
it might have been Jedediah who instructed the Flatheads in the existence 
of the Bible, while spending the winter of 1824-1825 among this tribe. 
Thereafter we began hearing of Jedediah Smith as the "Knight in Buck-
skin," as the "Bible toter," and the religious legend has been evolving 
since. I have tacitly admitted in print that Jedediah Smith carried a Bible 
with him into the West, but we have no actual evidence that he ever 
owned one. When he died, the inventory of his estate included the titles 
of twelve books, of which only three were religious in character, a volume 
of Charles Buck's Theological Dictionary, and two works entitled Natural 
Theology and Evidence of Christianity.6 That no Bible was listed does 
not mean that Jedediah did not possess one; it is entirely conceivable that 
he carried one in his saddlebags, to be thrown away at last by the Coman-
ches who killed him. The point is, this is all speculation, no proof about 
William Waldo's recollections were first printed in Missouri Historical 
Society Collections, 1880. They were reprinted in the Society's Glimpses 
of the Past, April-June, 1938, vol. V, pp. 59-94. Frances Fuller Victor, 
writing up Joseph L. Meek's reminiscences as River of the West (Hartford, 
18 7 0) , also drew attention to unusual aspects of ] edediah' s character, 
describing him as "a pious man, one of the few that ever resided in the 
Rocky Mountains" (p. 60), and reiterating that he was "a religious man" 
who found distasteful the coarse profanity of the mountain men : "A very 
mild man and a christian; and there were few of them in the mountains" 
(p. 79). 
6 Other books named in the inventory (St. Louis Probate Court, File 930, 
microfilm in the Bancroft Library), were: Henry's Exposition, 6 vols.; 
Morris Gazetteer, 1 vol. ; .,Seaman's Daily Assistant, 1 vol.; Clapperton's 
Second Expedition into Africa, 1 vol.; Rollins' Ancient History, 1 vol. ; 
History of Mexico, 1 vol., Webster's Dictionary, 2 vols.; Josephus, 4 vols; 
History of Ancient Greece, 1 vol. All these books were purchased from 
Jedediah's estate by his brother Austin. 
a Bible one way or another, nothing ever said about a Bible until the 
present century was well advanced. There is a touch of absurdity to the 
picture some have drawn of Jedediah sitting around the campfire reading 
his Bible each night. Is that the essence of being a Christian? 
Sabin's speculation about Jedediah's having impressed the Flatheads 
with the existence of the Bible in the winter of 1824-1825 was a shot 
into the dark, and demonstrates the sparseness of the fur trade record 
available in 1914. We now know that Jedediah Smith did not reach 
Flathead Post until November 26, 1824, and that he turned southward 
again four weeks laterJ How would he have communicated usefully with 
these Indians, unable to speak any Indian language, least of all Salish? 
And why assume that he was overcome by missionary zeal in respect of 
these Indians, and these Indians only, among all the tribes he encountered 
during his years in the West? His fragmentary journal, known to the 
world since 1934, of course presents no such picture of his interests and 
contrasts forcibly with the diaries of the Methodist missionaries Jason 
Lee and Cyrus Shepard, en route to Oregon in 1834.8 
Several recent works have shown rather conclusively that the Flathead 
interest in the white man's religion was initiated by Iroquois trappers 
who came to dwell among them; that the Flatheads were further intrigued 
by information acquired from Spokane Garry, who during the 1820s 
was educated at the Red River school at present Winnipeg; that Ameri-
can trappers were continuously among the Flatheads from 1826 on, among 
whom Robert Campbell at least was fully capable of discussing the Bible; 
and that when some Flatheads came down to St. Louis at last, in the 
summer and fall of 1831, they traveled the whole way with the party 
of Lucien Fontenelle and Andrew Drips - the former a good Catholic 
7 For these and other biographical details, see my ]edediah Smith and the 
Opening of the West, noted above. 
8 Lee's journal is printed in Oregon Historical Sociecy, Quarterly, vol. 17, 
June-December, 1916. Cyrus Shepard's manuscript diary is in the Yale 
Western Americana Collection. 
It should not be inferred, however, that Smith was oblivious to the 
need of Indians for benefits of the wi;tite man 's religion. In his journal 
(The Travels of ]edediah Smith edited by Maurice S. Sullivan, Santa Ana, 
Calif., 1934), under dare of March 21, 1828, p .72 he says : 
"If missionaries could be useful in Civilizing and Christianizing any 
indians in the World their efforts should be turned towards this valley. 
The indians are numerous honest and peaceable in their dispositions. 
They live in a country where the soil is good and the climate pleasant with 
the exception of 2 or 3 months in the winter when there is too much rain. 
There is seldom any frost and I have seen snow but once in the valley of 
rhe Buena ventura [Sacramento] ." 
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Smith was "a missionary 
by example," explains 
this marker. It's on 
US 12 in South Dakota 
near where Rees attacked 
Ashley's party, 1823, 
and ]ed first showed up 
as a leader of men. 
to his dying day.9 The picture of Jedediah Smith as a voluntary or in-
voluntary missionary to the Indians simply vanishes under close inspection. 
I think, then, that we must resist any tendency to convert Jedediah 
into an essentially religious hero. The process has been accelerating for 
fifty years or so. You will remember that a letter from Hugh Glass 
turned up, describing the fight with the Arikaras in June, 1823, and the 
fatal wounding of John S. Gardner. The letter included a comment, "Mr. 
Smith a young man of our company made a powerful prayer which 
moved us all greatly and I am persuaded John died in peace." 10 This 
simple prayer over a dying companion may be what it has been called, 
"the first act of public worship in the State of South Dakota." But how 
preposterous is the mural depicting this event which now hangs in the 
South Dakota State Capitol! The mural shows an angel spreading her 
wings back of the kneeling Jedediah, and five watching Indians (mostly 
9 See Clifford M. Drury, ed., The Diaries and Letters of Henry H. Spalding 
and Asa Bowen Smith relating to the Nez Perce Mission, 1838, 1842 
(Glendale: Arthur H. Clark Co., 195 8) , for Spokane Garry; see in partic-
ular Smith's letter of August 27, 1839, pp. 106-107. 
Further background on the awakening interest of Flatheads and Nez 
Perces in the white man's religion may be found in Gilbert ]. Garraghan, 
The jesuits of the Middle United States (New York, 1938), 3 vols., vol. 
2, pp. 236-245, and in Alvin M. Josephy, ]i. , The Nez Perces and the 
Opening of the Northwest (New Haven and London: Yale, 1965), pp. 
85-103. See also Warren Ferris, Life in the Rocky Mountains ( Denver, 
1940), pp. 88-89, 96, 141, and the sketches of Fontenelle and Drips in 
Dale L. Morgan and Eleanor T. Harris, The Rocky Mountain Journals of 
William Marshall Anderson (San Marino, 1966). 
10 See D~le L. Morgan, The West of William H. Ashley, 1822-1838 (Den· 
ver, 1964), p. 31. Although a fair presumption, it is only a presumption 
that this "Mr. Smith" was Jedediah. There was also in Ashley's company 
at this time a responsible young man named Samuel M. Smith (ibid., 
pp. 47-48, 240, 243). 
armed, at that) scarcely concealed in a grove of trees ten feet away. 11 
Gunpowder, not piety, is implicit in such a scene. Important as religion 
may be, a binding and moving force in our society, I think Jedediah 
Smith must primarily be conceived as an American of his rimes, de-
termined to get on in life, though strongly motivated by his upbringing, 
his habits of mind, and the Christian ethic. His letters to his brother 
Ralph, placed in the Kansas Historical Society about 1915 by his great-
nephew, E. D. Smith, give us some insight into these marrers.12 Let us 
have the blood and guts, the taut muscularity, and the brains of the whole 
man, not a Sunday school stereotype, and let us hope that more informa-
tion to illuminate the whole man will be forthcoming. 
What are the continuing tasks of Jedediah Smith scholarship? What 
in my view is the proper role of the Jedediah Smith Society in advancing 
this scholarship? 
One worthy project, possible here and now, is publication of the 
genealogical researches of Stella Dory Hare, a remarkable lady now in 
her 83rd year, whom I have been privileged to call my friend these many 
years. A descendant of Jedediah's sister Sally, she has been indefatigable 
in working our family genealogy. When I published my biography, I 
had no information on Jedediah Smith's paternal ancestry back of his 
father; and it is far more difficult to backtrack a family named Smith 
than one named - say, Hassenpheffer. Thanks to Mrs. Harte and those 
who have worked with her, we know that Jedediah's ancestOrs had been 
in America since Lieutenant Samuel Smith reached Watertown, Massa-
chusetts, from England aboard the Elizabeth of Ipswich in the summer 
of 1634, that Jedediah belonged ro the sixth generation after Samuel. 
I have seen large sections of Mrs. Hare's book, tentatively tided, The 
Ancestry of ]edediah Strong Smith, 1799-1831, with Collateral and Re-
lated Families, and I have no hesitation in describing it as the most 
significant contribution tO Jedediah Smith scholarship since Carl Wheat's 
cartographic discoveries, a dozen years ago. In the light of this work, 
we can see the Jedediah Smith family in very broad perspective, as part 
of the mainstream of American life, from 1934 to the present day. 
We would like ro know much more than we now do about the ex-
periences of the Smith family from the year of Jedediah's birth in New 
York, 1799, to the time of his departure for the West from the Western 
Reserve of Ohio, 1821. We may hope that patient search and the neces-
sary quota of good luck will develop some of this information in civil, 
11 This painting, by Charles Holloway, is reproduced in The Travels of 
]edediah Smith, opp. p. 10. 
12 See the appendix to my ]edediah Smith and the Opening of the West. 
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church, and personal records. Inquiries by individual members of this 
Society could well serve in bringing forth important facts, item by item. 
Since Jedediah's eminence in American histOry rests above all upon 
his years in the fur trade and his feats of exploration, we have tO go on 
hoping that fortunate finds will further extend the record. The greatest 
find we have any real expectation of making is his journal (or that of his 
clerk Harrison Rogers) , kept on the first expedition to California, and 
known to have been sent to Mexico in December, 1826. Research 
in the more obvious places in the Mexican Archives has failed to produce 
this ionged-for journal, as also at least one letter Jedediah is known to 
have written before leaving the San Francisco Bay Area in December, 
1827. We will all have to be alert, as the Mexican archivists by degrees 
impose order upon the records in their custody. We may then hope that 
the significance of any find, when made, will be recognized. At the 
moment, even if unlimited funds were available to finance new searches 
after these manuscripts. I am not sure that the money could be spent to 
good purpose. I hope that I live long enough to see the Mexican Archives 
yield what should be, ought to be, must be there. 
We may hear at any time that original Jedediah Smith maps have been 
discovered, in this country or in England. But, again, no one knows where 
to start looking. 
Other possibilities exist. 
After Jedediah Smith reached California in 1826, he and Harrison 
Rogers helped their men write letters to their families. Why should not 
some of these letters turn up, some day? The prospect of widespread 
recoveries is not great, owing to the twin disasters of 1827 and 1828, 
when so many of Jedediah's men died in Indian massacres; if some of 
them were capable of keeping diaries, these records must have perished 
with their owners. We are fortunate beyond expectation that so much 
of Jedediah's own journal, and that of Harrison Rogers, survived the 
Umpqua Massacre. 
Lost records of the Hudson's Bay Company, including several of Jede-
diah's letters, may yet be found; and we go on hoping that diaries and 
letters by men who ranged the Rockies in the 1820s and 1830s have been 
preserved, some day to emerge into the light of day with fresh information 
on Jedediah's era. 
Meanwhile, we who are interested in Jedediah Smith and his contribu-
tions to American history should be jealous of his name and reputation. 
He all but vanished from the record, once. Now Jedediah Smith's name 
bulks larger than it did in his own lifetime - for the right reasons, on a 
worthy foundation of fact. May it always be so. 
THE YOUNT STORY, 
RETOLD-WITH NOTES 
George C. Yount and his 
Chronicles of the West . . . edited 
by Charles L. Camp (Denver: Old 
West Publishing Co., 1966; printed 
by Lawton and Alfred Kennedy); 
xviii, 280 pp., frontis., illus., ports., 
fold. map, index; $20. 
Reviewer: ERNESTINE SMUTNY, 
serials librarian, University of The 
Pacific. 
When Charles Camp published 
his Chronicles of George C. Yountl 
he had access to only a small body 
of manuscript papers representing 
part of George Yount's dictation to 
the Rev. Orange Clark. These pa-
pers comprised what seemed to be 
loose sheets divided into chap-
ters as if ,for a book (with many 
pages missing) and a large note-
book of disconnected matter partly 
duplicating the material in the 
sheets. Since then two other im-
portant sources have been added: 
the Memoirs, (in two versions) 
covering only the first thirty-two 
years of Yount's life and certainly 
dictated by him, and the greater 
part of the Narrative, written by 
Orange Clark from Yount's dicta-
tion (but apparently with the help 
of the Memoirs and with extensive 
moralizing additions. "Careful study 
of these various sources indicated 
that by judicious consolidation the 
Narrative could be made fairly com-
plete, and the present publication 
is an attempt to preserve Yount's 
story while eliminating what Mr. 
Camp calls "Rev. Clark's digres-
sions and little sermons" (p.245). 
However, Mr. Camp has tried to 
relate to the narrative whatever is 
known from any other sources. As 
he points out in Part One2 the rec-
ords of early trapping in the Span-
ish - Mexican Southwest are very 
meager, since euch trapping was il-
legal and was carried out with as 
much secrecy as possible. Moreover, 
of the few narratives which have 
come down a great part falls into 
the category of what Richard Dil-
lon has called "Applied Pseudo-
autobiography," complaining that 
"Apparently, almost everyone of 
consequence who came to Califor-
nia a century ago slaked his thirst 
at the Hassayampa River of Ari-
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zona, whose waters cause people to 
speak with forked tongues."3 
George Yount was one of the 
very few who left noteworthy rec-
ords of his Southwestern activities. 
While there is no doubt that many 
of the details are exaggerated to 
enhance the story (especially the 
number of enemies fought or the 
size of animals seen or killed) it 
seems, through comparison and ver-
ification with other records, that 
the greater part of the reminis-
cences are fairly accurate. Although 
it is true that Yount usually relates 
tales which show his own prudence 
or valor, and is not averse to con-
trasting these virtues with the lack 
of wisdom of friends, it is also true 
that he never shows a mean spirit 
even toward men who seriously 
wronged him, and that he is often 
warm-hearted and generous in his 
praise of others. 
To the last days of his life Yount 
enjoyed a wide reputation as an 
enthralling story-teller with a fab-
ulous memory, and these pages in-
dicate that it was richly deserved. 
He knew how to embroider his 
tales of trapping and fighting With 
vivid descriptions of scenery and 
nature both harsh and beautiful 
( e.g. pp. 90:91), thoughtful reflec-
tions on the early unspoiled life of 
the Indians and the devastating res-
ults of smallpox and other scourges 
of white contacts (e.g. pp. 5 5-63) 
and entertaining, almost unbeliev-
able, yarns of trappers like Hugh 
Glass (p. 197ff ). The later part of 
his story sheds light on a too-often 
concealed or neglected aspect of 
California under early American 
control: the shameful manner in 
which squatters and adventurers of-
ten brought wanton death to the 
Indians and ruin to the lawful set-
tlers before the slow-moving courts 
took action to enforce justice. 
Mr. Camp has worked with dili-
gence and skill to arrange these 
bits and pieces of narrative into a 
connected whole and to furnish 
them with explanatory notes and 
background materials, and the res-
ulting book will be of prime inter-
est to the specialist. The Introduc-
tion and Part One are of great as-
sistance in summarizing Yount's 
career and filling in background; it 
would have been helpful if the "Ref-
erences and Acknowledgements" 
had been inserted at this point in-
stead of at the back of the book, 
since one would not have expected 
to find two complementary descrip~ 
tions of source materials so widely 
separated. It is a little disconcert-
ing to find the only explanation of 
quotation marks and bracketed quo-
tation marks in footnote 4; the 
reader is left on his own to de-
termine the relative significance of 
brackets without quotes as opposed 
to parentheses, used inside or out-
side a quotation. The editor has 
supplied helpful dates, explanations, 
and missing words in brackets with-
in the narrative; one might wish 
for a few more. Although he ex-
plains such a common homonym as 
"Cashing" rCacheingl (p. 63) what 
is the interpretation of "One man, 
named Pattetson, had his tigh scat-
1 California Historical Society Quarterly 
v. 2, no. 1, April 1923, pp. 3-66. 
2 Since Mr. Clark wished to preserve the 
chapter divisions of the original Narra-
tive he has chosen to call his own 
divisions "Parts." 
3 "Plutarch's Last Stand; or Biography 
West of the Pecos." California Librar-
ian, v. 27, no. 4, Oct. 1966, p. 245. 
4 "Fred Melcher as I Knew him," by 
Daniel Melcher, ALA Bulletin, v. 61, 
no. 1, Jan. 1967, p. 61. 
tered" ( p. 21 ) ? And what is a 
"menala" (p.137)? It would have 
been interesting if Mr. Camp had 
elaborated on the second and little· 
mentioned Mrs. Yount; he indicates 
on p. xiii that she was responsible 
for the excellent management of 
their property, but the only text 
reference to her (p. 184) is foot-
noted by the remark that "Slightly 
unfavorable recollections of her are 
provi~ed by Yount's granddaughter 
The book was designed and 
printed by Lawton and Alfred 
Kennedy with their usual skill and 
care. Only one minor misprint was 
noted, and one cannot do better 
than to quote the words of Fred-
erick Melcher when he said his 
favorite hobby, second to reading 
a book, was "the hobby of buying 
a book . . . just for the sake of 
holding it in my hands, running 
my fingers over the well-printed 
pages, and stroking the binding 
with tactile delight . . . individual 
books whose planning included se-
lection of paper and type and whose 
final binding, whether cloth or 
leather, was in perfect harmony 
that could convey the sum total of 
the book. Books which I can pick 
up again and again, or place with 
affection in the hands of a friend."4 
Surely this is such a book. 
CLAUS SPRECKELS, 
HA WAil'S SUGAR KING 
The Sugar King in Hawaii, by 
Jacob Adler and illustrated by Jo-
seph Feher (Honolulu: University 
of Hawaii Press, 1966) 339 pp.; 
$8. 
Reviewer: EDWARD JOESTING, 
past president of the Hawaiian His-
torical Society and Editorial Con-
sultant to THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN. 
This is a competent book about 
one of the famous business barons 
of the late nineteenth century -
a man who played a major role in 
the economic history of California 
and the Kingdom of Hawaii. He 
was Claus Spreckels, a German 
immigrant who came to the United 
States and quickly became a busi-
ness success in San Francisco. In 
1876 when the United States signed 
a reciprocity treaty with the King-
dom of Hawaii allowing the duty 
free entry of sugar into the U.S., 
Claus Spreckels correctly sized up 
the opportunity. The ship which 
carried the news to Hawaii trans-
ported him. He charged into the 
slow-paced business life of Hawaii 
and with his money and imagina-
tion quickly began building his 
empire. 
The road to power in Hawaii clear-
ly lay through influencing King Kal-
akaua. Spreckels did this through 
loans, long hours of high living, 
and convivial companionship~ The 
dividends were handsome. Soon 
Spreckels owned the largest sugar 
plantation in Hawaii. His desire to 
gain an advantage over his fellow 
planters drove him to develop many 
time and money-saving advances in 
the growing and refining of sugar. 
His wealth bought the know-how 
to bring water to irrigate barren 
land and soon his fleet had an iron 
hold on shipping sugar to San Fran-
cisco. He bought his way into -mint-
ing the coinage for the Kingdom, 
then opened his own bank in Hono-
lulu. 
In the end Spreckels' high-handed 
methods created deep resentment 
among a large part of Hawaii's 
population. His monopolistic hold 
and backroom politics, together 
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with opposition from his own sons, 
brought his Hawaiian adventure to 
an end. 
Island businessmen had suffered 
under Spreckels' brief but ruthless 
stay in Hawaii, yet after his depart-
ure many wasted no time in trying 
to emulate his monopolistic ways. 
This heritage from Spreckels con-
tinued to be a part of Island busi-
ness until the 1950s. 
Business histories are mostly dull 
and unbelievable. Dr. Jacob Adler's 
volume is both absorbing and hon-
est and because of this it is a rare 
book. The author is eminently 
qualified for the job. He is a profes-
sor of accounting at the University 
of Hawaii, but by avocation is a 
dedicated Hawaiian historian. In 
this book Dr. Adler has approached 
his subject with kindness, but also 
with practical understanding. If it 
had more personal, significant de-
tail and better organization, this 
book would be a substantial pop-
ular success. 
TO CALIFORNIA 
WITH KEARNY IN 1846 
The Original Journals of Henry 
Smith Turner, with Stephen 
Watts Kearney to New Mexico . 
and California, 1846 as edited by 
Dwight L. Clarke (Norman: Uni-
versity of Oklahoma Press, 1966) ; 
pp. xiii, 173; $5. 
Reviewer: HARLAN H. HAGUE, 
instructor in history, Delta San] oa-
quin College, Stockton, Calif. 
This publiCation of the two orig-
inal journals and certain letters of 
Henry Smith Turner are a welcome 
addition to the scant literature on 
travel on the southern route to Cal-
ifornia, sometimes called the Gila 
Trail, and of California in 1847. 
The author was not able to 
examine the original journals of 
Turner. Their wherabouts are un-
known. The 1846 journal presented 
in the book actually is a composite 
of two hand copies of the original. 
But the author's version, no doubt, 
is a close approximation of what 
Turner wrote in 1846 during his 
trip with General Stephen Watts 
Kearny from Fort Leavenworth to 
San Diego. The 1847 journal, de-
scribing the return trip from Cali-
fornia to Fort Leavenworth, is a 
copy of a photostat of the original. 
Since Turner gave relatively little 
space to descriptions of the country 
and hardships on the trail, his jour-
nals are less interesting than many 
published accounts of other travel-
ers. Turner wrote the 1846 journal 
for himself and his wife, never ex-
pecting it to reach other eyes. He 
dwelled on his homesickness and 
his strong dislike for the country 
through which he was traveling. 
The 1847 journal is a brief, official 
record and reflects none of the 
personal feelings of the author. 
Actually, the book is inis-titled. 
Less than half is devoted to the 
actual journals and fewer than sev-
en pages to editorial comment on 
the journals. The remainder, over 
half the book, is devoted to a bio-
graphical sketch of Turner and let-
ters from Turner to his wife. These 
may be the most important part of 
the volume. 
They were written during Tur-
ner's 1846-47 round-trip to Cali-
fornia and besides dealing interest-
ingly with the Missions, they reveal 
the conlict of General Kearny with 
Commodore Stockton and Lieuten-
and Colonel Fremont. 
The biographical sketch of Tur-
ner relates but little to the subject 
of the book since it deals principal-
ly with Turner's life following 
1847. If it were meant to be a 
thorough, though brief, sketch, he 
confined his research to too few 
sources, assuming such sources are 
available. If he intended primarily 
to show the relationship between 
Turner and William Tecumseh 
Sherman of Civil War fame, then 
the sketch is adequate since sources 
quoted are mostly letters between 
Turner and Sherman and biogra-
phies of Sherman. Another point in 
the sketch is distracting. Though 
the editor admits there is some con-
troversy over Turner's sympathies 
during the Civil War, he obviously 
hoped they lay with the North. Yet 
he presents documents that clearly 
show Turner favored the South. 
Such shortcomings, however do 
not detract from the value of this 
volume. It enriches the literature 
of the West. Scholars especially 
interested in trails and early Cali-
fornia, will welcome it to their 
reference shelves. 
MARGARET HECOX, 
MADONNA OF THE TRAIL, 
California Caravan, The 1846 
Overland Trail Memoir of Mar-
garet M. Hecox, · edited and with 
introduction by Richard Dillon 
(San Jose, Calif.: Harlan~ Young 
Press, P. 0. Box 908; 1966); 70 
pp., illus., index; $5. 
Reviewer: LELAND D. CASE, 
Director of the California History 
Foundation. 
One of the wagon trains tO Cali-
fornia in 1846 that fared far better 
than the Donner Party, was led by 
Charles Imus, a Black Hawk War 
veteran of whom little is known. 
But Joseph Aram was in the party, 
and he is remembered as a member 
of the California Constitutional 
Convention at Monterey, as success-
ful nurseryman, and a trustee of 
California's first chartered institu-
tion of learning, the University of 
the Pacific. Also came Adna A. 
Hecox and his wife Margaret. 
Adna was a licensed minister of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church 
and, says annotater Dillon, preached 
"the first Protestant sermon in Cali-
fornia- unless Chaplain Fletcher 
beat him tO it at Drakes Bay in 
Marin County, in 1579." He built 
a sawmill, "constructed the first 
native-born billiard table in Cali-
fornia," was acalde of Santa Cruz, 
and from 1870 till his death thir-
teen years later was keeper of the 
Santa Cruz lighthouse. 
Margaret Hecox rold about her 
trip west in Ot/erland Monthly for 
May and June, 1892, but this little 
book is a narrative never before 
published. The Hecoxes reached 
California in 1846, unforgettably 
tabbed by Bernard DeVotO as "A-
merica's Year of Decision." Captain 
Imus' party ran pell mell into the 
war with Mexico. John Sutter wel-
comed them tO New Helvetia, his 
fort at Sacramento, saying "Help 
yourself tO what fresh beef you may 
need. Whatever I have is at your 
service." But Colonel John Fremont 
hurried them on to Mission Santa 
Clara where the few men who 
by then weren't in military service, 
barricaded the women and children 
in the old Mission which they 
found "in a wretched and filthy 
condition." Rooms were partitioned 
oif by "calico curtains, bed quilts, 
and coverings from the wagons." 
A half century later Mrs. Hecox 
vividly recalls the food shortage, 
the camp fever that killed several 
and invalided her husband, the hor-
rible stench of the place. But from 
her account emerges the picture 
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precious to America, The Pioneer 
Woman: 
"Some of the men were too ill 
to perform the guard dury, and 
when it came my husband's turn, 
he was still weak, being hardly able 
to stand alone, I offered to take his 
place. As I said before, I was always 
timid; a bug could frighten me into 
a spasm. I couldn't stand idly by, 
however, when danger threatened 
and my services were needed. I knew 
that if I couldn't shoot straight I 
could at least sound the alarm. The 
soldiers who were not sick were 
almost dead from want of sleep. 
I put on my husband's hat and over-
coat, then grasping our old flintlock 
between my shaking hands I went 
forth into the darkness to the cor-
ner of the wall assigned to me. 
Other guards were posted in dif-
ferent parts of the yard. 
"My oldest girl, Sarah- she was 
eight-stay~d with me for company 
for about half an hour. Then I sent 
her in and told her to tuck the chil-
dren in bed and wait on father if he 
needed anything. Pretty soon it 
commenced to rain, a slow, drizzl-
ing, aggravating mist which lasted 
till morning. I knew that on my 
watchfulness and that of the other 
guards, pacing quietly back and 
forth in the darkness of the gloomy 
mission walls, might depend the 
safety of us all. The night passed 
uneventfully; surely hours never 
dragged more slowly. A terrible 
feeling of lonliness and desolation 
held .me in its grip. I longed for the 
dear ones at - " 
Editor Dillon here drops in a 
footnote: "Tragically at this point, 
a page of the original manuscript 
is missing." But as the narrative re-
sumes, we learn Marines from Y er-
ba Buena (San Francisco) arrived 
with Hollywood timing to thwart 
an attack. And Mrs. Hecox lived 
happily ever after - until 1908 
when at the Santa Cruz lighthouse 
this "Madonna of the Trail" died 
quietly. 
IT'S STOCKTON 
CORRAL'S NO. 1 
Valley Trails edited by I. N. 
"] ack" Brotherton (Stockton, Calif.: 
Simard Printing Co., P. 0. Box 84, 
1967); illus, 102 pp., index; $15. 
Reviewer: SID PLATFORD, "sher-
iff" of the Los Angeles Corral of 
the Westerners. 
Though it began in 1959 and has 
thrived on meaty programs and on 
meals which frequently included 
buffalo hump steaks, the Stockton 
Corral of the Westerners never till 
now tackled book writing, editing, 
and publishing. Now they've done 
it- and Valley Trails is a creditable 
project indeed. Here are fourteen 
documented articles of historical 
interest, a well-organized omnibus 
of early California lore. 
First contribution is "A Salute to 
Stockton, Sombrero Style" by Le-
land D. Case, who back in 1944 
was one of two Chicagoans who 
started the unique and now inter-
national organization of history 
buffs known as The Westerners. 
T. Tod Ruse paints "A Portrait 
of Thomas Cunningham, Man and 
Sheriff," an affectionate picture of 
an early-day San Joaquin County 
lawman who was widely known and 
well liked. 
Dr. R. Coke Wood, the Univer-
sity of Pacific's peerless authority 
on California history, contributes 
two chapters. One tells of "Major 
John Ebbetts and the Pass Named 
for Him;" the other reports on 
"When the Little Civil War Was 
Fought .in Owens Valley, I Was 
There." The latter is the sordid 
story of the raping of the Valley 
by the Los Angeles Department of 
Water and Power, told by a man 
who witnessed the catastrophe. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Orton, great grand-
daughter of Mrs. Eliza Gregson, in-
herited memoirs dating back to 
1845 telling of her family in Cali-
fornia. These have been carefully 
annotated by I. N. "Jack" Brother-
ton. He also rounded up two in-
teresting journals: "The McAuley 
Diary" of a wagon trip from Iowa 
to California in 1852; and "Aunt 
Abbey's Diary" of 1863. From Ed-
itor Brotherton we also have a fas-
cinating item of early California, 
"Estanislao, Renegade Chieftain." 
Ken and Doris Castro, of Cala-
veras County, did diligent and fruit-
ful research on Benjamin W. Sears, 
old-time California artist. 
Waddell F. Smith, of the Pony 
Express Museum at San Rafael, of-
fers "Why the Transcontinental 
Railroad Terminus Was Changed." 
Thorton Breton dug into old 
county records to produce "Brands 
of Stanislaus County." 
The forgotten background of "The 
United States Branch Mint at San 
Francisco" is supplied by Norman 
F. Pruitt. 
Wesley A. Simard, printer and 
story teller, got from his own back-
yard material for "Glittering Gold," 
a tale of Stockton's short but lively 
gold rush of 1905. His son, Joseph 
W . Simard, introduces a fantastic 
story, "Chess on Top of the United 
· States"- about climbing Mt. Whit-
ney just to play chess on its summit! 
"Old Man Anon" shows up with 
a review of "San Francisco, the City 
by the Golden Gate-4-18-1906-
The Big Fire." 
Well done, Stockton Westerners. 
Try again! 
RE: CALIFORNIA-BOUND 
TRAVELERS' LISTS 
San Francisco Ship Passenger 
Lists and Railway Passenger Lists 
of Overland Trains to San Fran-
cisco and the West by Louis J. Ras-
mussen (San Francisco Historic 
Record and Genealogy Bulletin, 
1204 Nimitz Drive, Coloma, Calif.); 
Ship Passenger Lists (two volumes, 
1965 and 1966; xvi & 273 and 
ix & 384 pp.; $8.75 and $9.75; 
Railway Lists, 1966; IX and 389 
pp.; $9.75). 
Reviewer: MARTHA SEFFER 0'-
BYRON, book editor of THE PACI-
FIC HISTORIAN. 
Incredibly involved scholarship 
has zone into the production of 
these books. Original records were 
lost or burned, so Mr. Rasmussen 
has compiled these thousands of 
names of people who arrived at San 
Francisco by ship, 1850-75, and by 
train, 1870-1890, from newspaper 
and other records. And such infor-
mation is embellished with many 
pages of data about routes, ton-
nages, and other mysterious statis-
tics which, while of no interest to 
the casual reader, will be manna to 
the scholar. 
Somehow, the author manages to 
inject into his pages the feeling 
that his task has been lightened by 
the glow of discovery. It is as if he 
were standing beside an ecstatic 
family historian whose finger points 53 to the name of a relative long lost 
in the fogs of San Francisco Bay. 
His introduction to the rail passen-
ger lists reports on "great gush of 
joy" Californians felt when loco-
motives could chug from coast to 
coast, bringing to all America whai: 
Columbus once sought: "silks and 
spices, and curious gems of the 
Orient, choice teas from China and 
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Japan, gums and lucent syrups from 
Cathay." 
These three volumes are the har-
binger of others. Historians, gene-
alogists, and librarians will 'Qe on 
the alert for them. 
SUTTER'S FORT, 
INSIDE & OUT 
Sutter's Fort : Gateway to the 
Gold Fields by Oscar Lewis (En-
glewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice Hall 
Inc., 1966); xiii 222 pp.; $6.95. 
Reviewer: R. Ton RusE, assist-
ant instructor at San f oaquin Delta 
College, Stockton, Calif. 
The grant of land and the fort 
built up by Captain John A. Sutter 
_at the junction of the Sacramento 
and American Rivers was the focal 
point of one of the most dynamic 
eras in California history. This 
dramatic and sweeping story is 
vividly reconstructed in this latest 
volume in the American Forts 
Series. 
The history of California lives in 
these pages- the California from a 
sparsely governed Mexican terri-
tory, in 1839, to its emergence inro 
statehood. The flood of the Gold 
Rush which spelled the end of the 
empire Sutter had carved in Cen-
tral California. 
In its prime, Sutter's Fort was 
the center of all new settlement in 
upper California, stopping point 
for new settlers and government 
expeditions, including that of Fre-
mont and his guide, Kit Carson. 
This book traces the solidification 
of Sutter's empire through this ex-
citing period, his siding with Amer-
ican interests during the Bear Flag 
revolt, and the critical part played 
by Sutter's Fort as headquarters and 
haven through a succession of turb-
ulent years. Here also one reads of 
the ill-fated Donner Parry, and the 
effort of rescue teams from Sutter's 
Fort to help the survivors of the 
most tragic incident in American 
westward expansion. 
The book is our most complete 
history of Sutter's Fort, its founding 
and rise, its disintegration and 
eventual reconstruction as an his-
toric site. The story moves swiftly 
and is told with documented au-
thenticity making this book a val-
uable contribution to the literature 
of Western America. 
A RUN-DOWN 
ON THE IRON HORSE 
The Locomotives that Baldwin 
Built, by Fred Westing, (Seattle: 
Superior Publishing Co. 1966) 192 
pp., illus., index; $12.95. 
Reviewer: WILLIAM HANNA, 
senior chemistry major, University 
of the Pacific and railroad buff. 
This book is unusual in that ap-
proximately two thirds of its con-
tent is a facsimile of ~ much earlier 
work, the History of the Baldwin 
Locomotive Works, 1831 -1923, by 
Paul T. Warner. The remainder of 
the book is original material by Mr. 
Westing covering the history of the 
Baldwin Locomotive Works from 
1924 to 1954. 
The section by Mr. Warner traces 
the development of the Baldwin 
Company from its first engine to 
the massive work horses of 1923. 
Included are descriptions of the 
major advances in everything from 
driving wheels to spark arrestors. 
Although many advances were due 
to Baldwin, the lack of mention of 
improvements by other companies 
causes one to wonder wheather this 
book is, in fact, sales literature. 
Nonetheless, it aptly portrays the 
growth of the "iron horse" from a 
dream to the backbone of this na-
tion's economy. 
Through the use of many ex-
cellent photographs and informa-
tive captions Mr. Westing traces 
the change to larger and larger lo-
comotives and finally to gasoline 
and diesel engines. Much of the 
material is sta,ltistical in nature but 
it is presented interestingly. Rail-
road historians and modelers will 
welcome this book. 
THOSE WONDERFUL 
WOMEN OF YOSEMITE 
Pioneers in Petticoats by Shir-
ley Sargent (Los Angeles: Trans-
Anglo Books, 1966); paperback, 
80 pp., illus., index; $2. 
Reviewer: THEODOSIA BENJA-
MIN, editorial assistant, THE PACI-
FIC HISTORIAN. 
The women who lived in Yose-
mite, or who visited there between 
1956 and 1900, were not the stereo-
typed characters of Vicrorian fiction 
or TV Western : Miss Sargent's re-
search and sympathetic insight have 
brought them to life as individuals. 
She tells of Indian women and their 
A Yosemite thrill seeker. 
vanishing culture, and of women 
from the East Coast, Scotland, Ire-
land, England, or Germany, who 
brought civilization with them. 
Whether they reared families, cook-
ed for guests, wrote, taught school, 
or climbed mountains, they all had 
one thing in common--courage to 
travel the narrow trails and to live 
in wild surroundings. 
Some of these women are already 
known to readers of THE PACIFIC 
HISTORIAN which published the 
chapter called "Literary Ladies." in 
August of 1965. The story of an-
other, Mary Peregoy, as rold by her 
great-granddaughter, appeared in 
August, 1962. 
From published accounts, person-
al . recollections, and other sources, 
M1ss Sargent has unearthed many 
anecdotes and appealing pictures. 
The unforgettable cover photograph 
shows two gals posing ballet style 
but in Victorian skirts, high on a 
precipice. From Elvira Hutching's 
picture, it is not hard to imagine 
her "idly cranking a hand washing 
machine on the bank of the Merced 
River while reading an Atlantic 
Monthly." But it is difficult to see 
the dreamy-eyed Sally Dutcher as 
the first woman to climb Half 
Dome. 
The srories of these pioneer 
women range from humor to trag-
edy, and always in the background 
are the granite walls and thunder-
ing waters of Yosemite. It is a 
place Miss Sargent has loved for 55 
more than thirty years, and near 
which she now makes her home. 
After reading her book I shall never 
again see the Valley without re-
membering those women, both 
primitive and civilized, who are, 
in the words of Chief Tenaya's 
granddaughter ". . . all gone long, 
long time 'go." 
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Western Book Browsing 
I KNOW no better way to start 
a book column to be read in warm 
weather than by leading with items 
from Alaska- which in 1867, just 
one century ago, became part of the 
U.S.A. 
So first, take R. N. DeArmond's 
The Founding of Juneau ( Gasti-
neau Channel Centennial Associa-
tion, P.O. Box 1507, Juneau, Alaska 
99801). This paperback tells more 
about the city of Juneau than I 
had known was to be learned. 
Juneau was the first town to be 
founded in Alaska by Americans 
after purchase of Seward's Ice Box. 
If you saw Neil R. Koeniger's 
"Alaska: The Forgotten Land-
1867-84," in the previous issue of 
THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN, you'll 
have helpful background for this 
book. It was in 1880 during Uncle 
Sam's incredible neglect of Alaska, 
that prospectors hit it rich in the 
Silver Bow Basin of southeastern 
Alaska and started the town of 
Juneau. De Armond tells his story 
brightly. If you collect Alaskiana, 
don't miss this item. Its 214 pages 
include brief biographies of 300 
early-timers and a first class index. 
Tay Thomas didn't ring my 
momory's bell till I noticed that 
Cry in the Wilderness (Color Art 
Printing Co., Anchorage, Alaska; 
$1 ) is copyright by Mrs. Lowell 
Thomas, Jr. Then it came. Tay, or 
Mrs. Lowell T., Jr., authored a mov-
ing article in the National Geo-
graphic which made her for mil-
lions a real personality. There's 
the same friendliness and perspic-
acity in this 125-page paperback-
a history of organized religion in 
Alaska. 
Russian Orthodoxy isn't an ec-
clesiastical fossil in Alaska. Those 
onion-spired edifices, recalling Czar-
ist days, still draw worshippers in 
several cities. I was surprised to 
read that there are ninety-six Ortho-
dox churches with 20,000 mem-
bers- but only nineteen priests! 
Roman Catholic missionaries have 
been active, of course, as well as 
several Protestant groups. The Rev. 
Sheldon Jackson, a Presbyterian, 
was so pivotal a figure in Alaska's 
territorial days, no historian can 
ignore him and his labors. The 
Methodists have worked by starts 
and stops, but now are active with 
moderne buildings, designed by UN 
architect Edward Durell Stone, at 
their Alaska Methodist University 
in Anchorage. 
Tay Thomas has two children 
and a husband who is a state sena-
tor. She keeps busy. Let's hope, 
though, she finds time to whip out . 
more little, if not big, books about 
her adopted state. 
·Dropping down the west coast 
to Washington, I call attention to 
Y e Galleon Press, at Fairfield, where 
Glen C. Adams, postmaster, some-
how sets type and publishes in ye 
olden cyme manner reprints of 
books "of mildly scarce to exces-
sively rare Pacific NW history." 
If you're collecting, ask for his 
list. Meanwhile, I call your atten-
tion to Depredations and Massacre 
by the Snake River Indiana, a six-
teen-page facsimile of the 1861 
original by the Rev. Edward R. 
Geary. It's paperbmmd, priced at 
$2, and is Wagner-Camp item 
#373. 
South of where Oregon fronts 
California spread the forests and 
mountains of Del Norte County. 
First white man to traverse this 
terrain was Jedediah Smith in 1828, 
a fact pegged on maps by Smith 
River. Doris Chase tells about this 
area in They Pushed Back the For-
est (P. 0. Box 721, Colfax, Calif. 
95713 )- which was not written 
for adults to read- except "over 
the shoulder of a child." 
Simply told, this seventy-eight-
page county history is loaded with 
an amazing range of researched 
data- with but one glaring fault: 
it lacks an index. A bibliography, 
however, helps rectify the omission 
and original photo illustrations add 
to the appeal of this unusual little 
county h'istory. 
Ephemera, which I predict Cali-
forniana collectors of a generation 
hence will be searching for fran-
tically, is Old Spanish Trails of the 
San joaquin Va.lley by Earle E. Wil-
liams ( 1518 Holly D~ive, Tracy, 
Calif.). It has neither footnotes 
nor index, but perhaps that's per-
missable for a pooklet so obviously 
based less on research than personal 
investigation. Scholars whose fields 
impinge on El Camino Viejo Los 
Angeles or the trail from Pueblo 
San ]osfl'to Sutters Fort will ignore 
this contribution to California his-
tory at their professional peril. 
History isn't often compared to 
fruitcake, but to Stanton Hill Dela-
plane, San Francisco Chronicle col-
umnist, they have in common the , 
quality of improving with age. This 
sapient observation opens his for-
word to the reminiscences of a 
great-grandfather, John Berry Hill, 
In the Gold Mines in '50, '51, and 
'52. It's a handsome limited-edition 
brochure, Publication No. 3 of the 
El Dorado County Historical So-
ciety ( P. 0 . Box 1, Coloma, Calif.). 
While the 600 public copies last 
they sell for $2: 
John Barton Hassler, who did the 
editing, notes that Delaplane's Hill 
heritage is "better than gold." John 
Barton H. is right. What would 
you give to have a forbear who, 57 
when eating acorn mush with In-
dians could, upon finding a hair or 
fly, lay it aside and go on· with the . 
dinner --:- consoling himself with 
scripture, I Cor. 10-28? 
More than Goid happens to be 
the tide of another bit of California 
ephemera: by Ruth Herman (Un-
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ion Pub. Co., P. 0 . Box 1025, Grass 
Valley, Calif. 95945; $2.22) . It's 
the tale of John Williams, and his 
son, Loring Wallace, who struck it 
rich in rhe yellow stuff. Instead of 
invading salons of Paris and Monte 
Carlo, John and his Abigal stayed 
at Nevada City and built a fancy 
and tall brick house on Prospect 
Hill. This remarkable piece of archi-
tectural Californiana is still there, a 
four-storied, many-windowed won-
der to behold. 
It is refreshing to see techniques 
of scholarship applied to a subject 
which could so easily exalted by 
ethnic chauvinism. So a sprig to 
August Mark Vaz' for his hard-
bound The Portugese in California 
(John J. Valim, Supreme Secretary, 
I.D.E.S., 1110 Franklin St., Oakland, 
Calif. 94607; 235 pp., $5). Though 
sponsored by a fraternal organiza-
tion, this author, who participated 
in symposia at the recent twentieth 
California History Institute, swings 
into his subject with the objectivity 
of a historical pro. Despite a mod-
icum of fraternal impedimenta, the 
book communicates well the story 
of the Portuguese in America, par-
ticularly California. But, alas and 
again, its usefulness will be impaired 
by its lack of an index. 
Just about the finest tooled bit 
of verbalized history-related think-
ing I ever have come across is this: 
The historian who aspires to be a. 
judge should not try his case by a 
code U?zknown to the defendant. 
Its author is one Herman Ausu-
bel, but is closes a twenty-four page 
hardbound book by our old friend 
"Hutch," W. H. Hutchinson of Chi-
co State College. He it was who 
put punch last year into our Cali-
fornia History Institute discussion 
of the University of the Pacific 
alumnus, the pattern-setting novel-
ist of the West, Eugene Manlove:; 
Rhodes. The slim book, Hutch says, 
is a byproduct of research on 
Rhodes, and is titled Another V er-
dict for Oliver Lee (Clarendon 
Press, Clarendon, Tex.) . 
Hutch tries hard to interest his 
reader in the famous mystery about 
the killing over in New Mexico of 
A. J. Fountain and son, more than 
seventy years ago. Famous Western 
names sparkle on the pages - Pat 
Garrett, Billy the Kid, 'Gene Cun-
ningham, George Curry, Bob Mul-
lin, and others. But out shining 
them all are those words: 
The historian who aspires to be a 
jttdge should not try his case by a 
code unkn.own to the defendant. 
EL PESCADOR 
MINING LOCALITIES PECULIAR TO CALIFORNIA 
J in Crow Canon Coon Hollow Mud Springs 
Happy Valley Murderer's Bar Logtown, 
Ground Hog's Glory Whiskey Bar Cayote Hill 
Red Dog Pepper-Box Flat Skinflint 
Hell's Delight Poor Man's Creek Git-up-and-git 
Jackass Gulch Poverty Hill Poodletown 
Devil's Basin Nigger Hill American Hollow 
Bogus Thunder Humbug Canon Gopher Flat 
Ladies' Canon Greasers' Camp Yankee Doodle 
Dead Wood Seventy-Six Gold Hill 
Last Chance Bloomer Hill Stud-Horse Canon 
Miller's Defeat Christian Flat Horserown 
Gouge Eye Piety Hill Pancake Ravine 
Greenhorn Canon Grizzly Flat Bob Ridley Flat 
Loafer Hill Rough and Ready Petticoat Slide 
Puke Ravine Hog's Diggings Centipede Hollow 
Shanghai Hill Rat Trap Slide One Eye 
Mad Canon Ragtown Chucklehead Diggings 
Plug-head Gulch Brandy Gulch Nutcake Camp 
Shirt-tail Canon Pike Hill Push-Coach Hill 
Guano Hill Sugar-Loaf Hill Mount Zion 
Slap Jack Bar Liberty Hill Seven-by-nine Valley. 
Skunk Gulch Port Wine Puppyrown 
Rattlesnake Bar Poker Flat Barefoot Diggings 
Quack Hill Love-Letter Camp Paint-Pot Hill 
Wild Goose Flat Hen-Roost Camp Snow Point 
Sluice Fork Loafer's Retreat Wild Cat Bar 
Ladies' Valley Chicken-Thief Flat Paradise 
Brandy Flat Lousy Ravine Nary Red 59 
Shinbone Peak Humpback Slide Dead Mule Canon 
Graveyard Canon Hungry Camp Blue-Belly Ravine 
Girdiron Bar Lazy Man's Canon Gas Hill 
Seven-up Ravine Swellhead Diggings Dead Man's Bar 
- From Put's Golden Songster, 
California songbook of rhe '50s. 
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No, Its not necessary. But as all Mountain Men 
knew, it's a good thing to have somewhat of! 
Gracias! 
That mellow Spanish word is the 
appropriate one to thank again the 
forty-odd persons on the program 
of the California History Founda-
tion's twentieth annual Institute. 
And another gracias.' to twice that 
many more who planned and 
worked less conspiciously to make 
the event a success. What happened 
March 17-18, on the lushly beauti-
ful campus of the University of the 
Pacific, with some 300 people at-
tending various sessions, set a new 
Institute record for zeal. 
This PACIFIC HISTORIAN carries 
several speaches related to the Insti-
tute theme, "Ethnic Contributions 
to California History and Culture." 
You will find them interesting and 
significant. But the one with fur-
thest reaching consequences indubi-
tably will be PRESIDENT ROBERT 
E. BURNS' (see pages 2-9). He 
reviewed the twenty years of dedi-
cated effort that have gone into 
building the California History 
Foundation- then with a quick ver-
bal twist announced that the foun-
dation is indeed a foundation- the 
base for the new Pacific Center for 
Studies in Western History. 
What this means is sensed by our 
esteemed contemporary, California 
Historian, organ of the Conference 
of California Historical Societies : 
"Conference delegates attending 
the California History Institute 
heard with delight the announce-
ment by Dr. Robert E. Burns, Presi-
Miss Ruth Mahood, historian from Los Angeles, 
received from President Robert E. Burns a present for USC. 
dent of the University of the Paci-
fic, that a Center for Western His-
tory Studies is in the planning 
stage, and that it would include 
headquarters for the Conference of 
California Historical Societies." 
President Burns had discussed 
this previously with W. EDWIN 
GLEDHILL and DR. R. COKE WOOD, 
President and Executive Secretary, 
respectively, of the Conference. 
President Gledhill in his annual re-
port spoke of his pleasure in learn-
ing of possibilities for Conference 
headquarters to be associated with 
the much-used Stuart Library of 
Western Americana. 
"Dr. Burns, said that another 
wing will be built onro the Univer-
sity Library," the Historian went 
on. It will provide "space for the 
Conference, the California History 
Foundation, and the Jedediah Smith 
Society ... adjacent to the Western 
Americana Room of the Stuart Li-
brary . .. for study and research." 
A warm tribute to DR. RocK-
WELL D. HUNT, first Director of 
the Foundation, was summed up 
in the Senate Resolution (see pages 
10-13) of State SENATOR ALAN 
SHORT, of Stockton. Engrossed cop-
ies were presented on behalf of 
Senator Shorr by HAL ALTMAN, of 
Sacramento, ro President Burns. 
One goes tO Dr. Hunt's family, one 
tO the Sruarr Library of Western 
Americana, and one was given to 
MISS RUTH MAHOOD, of Los An-
geles, (see page 59), to present ro 
the University of Southern Califor-
nia where DR. HUNT served as 
Dean of the Graduate School. 
High on Instirute's praise-list 
were sessions traditionally held at 
the Haggin Art Galleries, fearured 
by a reception and tea by courtesy 
of the PRESIDENT ERMA C. ROB-
INSON and the Junior Women's 
He came all the way 
from Ashtabula for breakfast. 
Group. DIRECTOR STEPHEN B. 
GYERMEK welcomed visitors who 
were drawn to the affair by interest 
in Indian arts and crafts. A special 
feature was the first -time showing 
of "Thirty-one Portraits of Ameri-
can Indians," done in watercolor by 
JOSEPH SCHEUERLE ( 1873-1947), 
friend and painting-buddy of CHAR-
LIE RUSSELL, famed cowboy artist. 
His widow and daughter, MRS. W. 
]. GRIERSON, who were present, 
will later join with THE PACIFIC 
HISTORIAN in an exhibition of 
Scheuerle's art on these pages. 
The Jedediah Smith Society's 
breakfast commemorated its tenth 
year, with DALE L. MORGAN speak-
ing (see page 35). PRESIDENT 
WARREN H. ATHERTON, former 
National Commander of the Amer-
ican Legion, presided- introducing 
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RALPH WILKERSON, of Ashtabula, 
Ohio, who had come west for the 
event (see cut). Ashtabula wasJed 
Smith's home town, and he had 
planned to retire there, but Com-
manches got his scalp on the Cim-
arron, at age thirty-two. 
Before the Institute ended, a 
loaded bus took off for the twen-
tieth tour of California's twenty-one 
missions led by Dr. Cokewood . . . 
"Really, the two days just swept 
by," wrote MRS. RUTH B. EPRO-
SON, of Sonora, in a letter later. 
"The programs and lectures were 
excellent-and who should com-
plain if time did run short Satur-
d , .. ay. 
STUART GIBBONS is a realtor who 
combines a creative imagination 
with a drive that gets things done. 
Recently when the Record reported 
that Stockton's oldest brick build-
ing, built in 1854, was to be de-
molished, he got busy. With com-
plete cooperation from the Califor-
nia History Foundation and the 
Special Events Committee of the 
Greater Stockton Chamber of Com-
merce, he arranged a public event 
(see cut) . Former owners and others 
interested were present as the 
wrecker, J. P. SMITH, with a hard-
hat crew and a bulldozer probed for 
the cornerstone. Alas! When found, 
contents were powder. But a lively 
auction by SHERIFF MICHAEL CAN-
LIS brought "bucks for bricks for 
books" at Stuart Library of Western 
Americana to the tune of $187! 
( P.S. More are on sale at $1 each.) 
"Mug books" contain the photo-
graphs of men and women wanted 
by lawmen. The Stuart Library of 
Western Americana has a remark-
able collection from the late SHER-
IFF THOMAS CUNNINGHAM, pre-
sented by his successor of today, 
MICHAEL CANLIS. These were re-
cently the object of special study by 
DICK BRODEUR, of Boston, a senior 
at Illinois Wesleyan University, who 
is doing a paper on law and order 
in the West. He and JIM PRIMM 
Progress fells Stockton's oldest edifice, but thanks 
to Stuart Gibbons, its bricks buy books jo1· Stuart Library. 
History Interns ]im Primm and Dick Brodeur 
learn all about "mug books" from a pro, Sheriff Canlis .. 
of St. Louis, also from Wesleyan, 
spent several weeks at the Stuart 
Library as the California History 
Foundation's first "history interns" 
(see cttt), through arrangement 
with DR. RICHARD LEONARD, head 
·of the department of history at the 
Bloomington school. Jim Primm's 
special area of study was JEDEDIAH 
SMITH, his project being the index-
ing of the papers of MAURICE SuL-
LIVAN, Smith's early biographer. 
The spell that history casts has 
spread to DR. ALICE NATUSZAK'S 
classes in the School of Pharmacy at 
the University of the Pacific. Stu-
dents now seek dates and anecdotes 
on drugs, from primitive rimes to 
the fairly recent. The Stuart Li-
brary of Western Americana is ris-
ing to the demand, by building a 
collection of early medical books, 
ethnological pamphlets, and person-
al recollections of drug dispensers. 
Especially sought are the early-day 
Western items. 
Old soldiers never die- nor do 
they seem ever just tO fade away, 
GENERAL MACARTHUR, notwith-
standing. 
Consider the case of MAJOR 
MARCUS RENO. This West Pointer 
was second in command of Cus-
TER'S 7th Cavalry's 600. when on 
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THE HISTORY CALENDAR 
June 15-17 -Thirteenth annual meet-
ing of the Conference of California 
Historical Societies, Oroville, Calif. 
August 30-September 2-American As-
sociation for State and Local History, 
Toronto, Ont., Canada. 
September 22-24 - Sixteenth annual 
Northern California-Southern Oregon 
Symposium at Fort Bragg, Calif. 
October 7 - Jedediah Smith Society 
Rendezvous, Micke's Grove, between 
Stockton and Lodi, Calif. 
October 12-14 - Western History As-
sociation Conference, Palace-Sheraton 
Hotel, San Francisco. 
June 25, 1876 they sought to smite 
the Sioux at Little Big Horn in Mon-
tana. Custe:.- and 205 companions 
were wiped out; Reno's force of 
112 managed to dig in until relief 
arrived. Then commenced what 
Time calls "a dismal descent into 
dishonor" for Reno, with inquiries 
and court martials. He died in 
1889 a poor man with few friends. 
Now, CHARLES RENO, a grand 
nephew who is a Manhattan bar-
tender, has persuaded Army Board 
for Correction of Military Records 
to clear the family name. He says 
General Custer's beauteous widow, 
who died in 1933, unfairly put the 
blame for the Little Big Horn fiasco 
on Reno--and it stuck, facts not-
withstanding. 
Newest of the Corrals of the 
Westerners is at Sacramento. It was 
born May 3, 1967, in the Elbow 
Room where the decor is Scotch. 
That was appropriate. Because of 
the Scotch tinge to the old Hud-
son's Bay Company, which once 
reached deep into California, the 
Sacramento Westerners mingle 
highland traditions with those of 
the Old West. The charter-night 
meeting opened with two bagpip-
ers- DEAN JOHNSON and DAVID 
KENNEDY-entering full blast, one 
carrying a buffalo head. "SHERIFF" 
ALLEN WELTS, historian of Calif-
ornia Division of Beaches and Parks, 
presided and the seventeen charter 
members talked about artifacts each 
had brought. 
Speaking of Hudson's Bay Com-
pany ... GEORGE CHALFANT, whose 
address is Eagle Rock Ranch, U-
kiah, Calif., is leading Ukiah West-
erners in a search for new informa-
tion related to that company. Bits 
and pieces of information are wel-
come because, as George says, "Re-
search is a lot like a jigsaw puzzle." 
The Ukiah group plans a bronze 
marker for the site of the HBC 
store in San Francisco. 
If the shape of that oval, which 
adorns our cover this month, vaguely 
reminds you of something, turn to 
Life for October 14, 1966, or to 
The Reader's Digest for October, 
1967, and look up the article about 
PIET HEIN, the Danish genius. He 
invented it to solve a traffic Prob-
lem . __ and · if you're an engineer 
you'll understand what this poe1 
meant when he described it as "a 
curve with the same equation as an 
ellipse but with an exponent of 
2Y2." It makes a good pattern for 
roads around urban parks- and we 
like it the way we have used it. 
If you do too, the chances are it 
will become something of a trade-
mark for THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN. 
AN INVITATION 
TO LIBRARIES 
Subscribers: Most persons who receive 
THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN do so as mem-
bers of a sponsoring organization (see 
inside coverl. But it is also available 
to libraries on a conventional billing 
basis. The annual subscription price 
is five dollars. 
Indexes: Miss Hilda E. Bloom has twice 
expertly prepared "Cumulative ln -
dexes"-first in 1961 for Volumes I 
through V; again in 1964 for Volumes 
VI through VIII. These make old num-
bers of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN readily 
useful in research. They are priced at 
one dollar apiece. 
Back Files: Complete sets are available 
for the ten full volumes of THE PACIFIC 
HISTORIAN from 1957 through 1966. 
There are 40 issues in all. The price is 
$35 for a complete set (a few early 
issues may be xeroxed). Included are 
the two "Cumulative Indexes. " Indi -
vidual back copies are priced at one 
dollar apiece. 
THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN 
University of the Pacific 
Stockton, California 95204 
The Jedediah Smith Society 
BELIEVING AMERICANS should remember J edediah . 
Smith, a group of amateur and professional historians 
met in 1957 at the University of. the Pacific to set up 
The Jedediah Smith Society. It has since achieved both 
steadily and fruitfully through such projects as: 
• Jedediah Smith Redwood Grove, established in north-
ern California by the late C. M. Goethe, who was a 
founder and an honorary life member. 
• Planned expeditions to locate routes of travel through 
the Sierra passes and the Central Valley of California. 
• Encouragement of original research and publication, 
including a genealogical study of the Smith Family and 
a bibliography of all material published on Jedediah 
Smith and his beaver-trapping companions. 
• A notable research collection on the Mountain-Man 
era in the Stuart Library of Western Americana-
including papers of Smith's early biographer, Maurice 
Sullivan. 
• Frequent articles in THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN-a quar-
terly of Western History and offiCial journal of the 
Society, which is received by all members. 
• Annual Rendezvous-an ail-day frolic for Smith buffs, 
many of whom attend in costume. 
• A membership spread from coast to coast-of friendly 
but serious people who with dollars endorse their 
belief in the American Heritage. 
Jedediah Smith is "an authentic American hero," to 
quote his biographer Dale Morgan. If he and Western 
history interest you, you are invited to join. Annual dues 
are $5, $25 (donor), and $100 (patron). One thousand 
dollars purchases a lifetime membership. 
Make out your check to "JSS-University of the Paci-
fic"-and mail it to Jedediah Smith Society, University of 
the Pacific, Stockton, California 95204. 
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